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FOREWORD

The teaching of foreign languages in the elementary schools (FLES),

begun as an experiment in 1957, has been accered as an optional curricu-

lum area. French, Spanish, Hebrew and Italian are new being taught in a

limited number of classes of intellectually gifted children.

Curriculum bulletins in French, Spanish (Nos. 13 and 14, 1961-62

Series) and Italian (No. 9, 1965-66 Series) are now in the schools. This

bulletin for Hebrew will complete the current tad: of making available

materials in these four languages.

Hebrew in the Elementary Schools is intended to meet the needs of super-

visors and teachers of Hebrew in the elementary schools. The keynote of

the program is the systematic development of the four language skills, i.e.,

listening, speaking, reading, and writing, with primary emphasis on listen-

ing and speaking. The program also recognizes the need to acquaint the

pupils with the cultural background of the Israeli people as a means of

strengthening international understanding.

June, 1966

iii

JOSEPH 0. LORETAN

Deputy Superintendent

Instruction and Curriculum
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Introduction

There has been a growing national awareness of the need for more Ameri-

cans to be able to communicate in a language other than English. This

awareness has been accompanied by a renewed interest in all the aspects of

foreign language learning and a realization of I,: need to reexamine not

only the nature of language and of language Ag, and the methods and

materials used in language teaching, but also the length of time spent on

language study.
Authorities agree that it takes a great deal of time to achieve compe-

tence in the communication skills of a foreign language. Even the most

experienced language student will succeed in understanding and speaking a

new language only in proportica as he spends time practicing these skills.

Authorities agree too, that the young child, because of his ability to imitate

and to reproduce sounds accurately, and because of his lack of self-con-

sciousness, learns the communication skills much more quickly than the

adolescent or the adult.
In order to provide for a longer sequence of foreign language learning,

and to take advantage of the fact that children usually learn to understand

and speak languages more easily than adolescents and adults, New York

City institu.rd in 1957 an experimental program for the teaching of French

and Spanish in four classes of intellectually gifted children. Enthusiasm on

the part of the children, teachers, supervisors and parents led to the expan-

sion of the program and the introduction of Hebrew and Italian. In March,

1964, the Board of Education officially established foreign languages as an

optional curriculum area in the elementary school. As of September, 1964,

approximately 217 classes of intellectually gifted children in 83 schools were

being taught French, Spanish, Italian, or Hebrew.
The program will be extended as qualified teachers become available.

To facilitate ,this, the Board of Examiners has been authorized to test
licensed teachers of common branches for ancillary certification in foreign

languages.

HOW TO USE THIS BULLETIN

This bulletin is intended as a guide to those teachers who are teaching
Hebrew in the elementary school.

The first part of the bulletin is devoted to an explanation of the philos-

ophy, the objectives and the outline of content of the foreign language
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elementary school (FLES) program, as well as to the methods of teaching

the various language skills. The second part develops in detail the various

topics to be taught.
It is suggested that the teacher begin by reading carefully the first part

of the bulletin. As she prepares her daily plans, she will find it helpful to
refer frequently to and re-read specific sections. especially those which
explain the techniques of teaching the various skills.

For the second part, which develops in detail each topic to be presented,

a quick first reading is suggested in order to understand the gential scope

of the three year program. Teachers of first year language classes will then

concentrate on the topics developed for that grade and prepare their plans

from each topic sequentially. Teachers working with second year language

classes will want to be completely familiar with the topics in the first year
of instruction, since the development of the topics of the second year depends

upon the learnings in the first year. Similarly, it is assumed that teachers

assigned to third year language classes will read carefully and know thorough-

ly the content and procedures involved in the first and second years of
language instruction.

The topics as outlined in the first, second and third year of instruction

are not intended as daily lesson plans. It may take weeks to cover a particu-

lar topic, depending on the class. Each topic consists of an "Introduction,"
"Suggested Procedure," "Suggested Vocabulary and Speech Patterns" and
"Suggested Activities." Before beginning a topic with her class, the teacher
will read the entire section devoted to that topic. In prep., .g her daily
lesson plans, she will find that the "Introduction" will help by suggesting
the most useful illustrative material. From the "Suggested Vocabulary and
Speech Patterns" she chooses only those words and expressions that can be
learned in one particular lesson. In the "Suggested Procedure" she finds a
variety of recommended ways of presenting and drilling the new patterns
and vocabulary. Finally, she chooses from "Suggested Activities" those exer-
cises, games, songs, etc., that would be most appropriate for that particular
lesson.

A number of songs, poems and games are suggested for each topic.
It is not intended that all the games, songs and poems listed be taught.
The teacher will choose the one or ones she thinks most appropriate. Singing,
reciting poems and playing games are some of the activities of the Hebrew
classroom. However, time should be apportioned in such a way that these
activities are not carried out at the expense of the dialogue and pattern
practice.

Dialogues are frequently presented in both masculine and feminine

forms.

2



The Foreign Language Program

in the Elementary Schools

OBJECTIVES

The New York City elementary foreign language program has been planned

not as an end in itself, but rather as the beginning of a long, unbroken

sequence of foreign language learning. Authentic, systematic language

learning is the keynote of the program, and the objectives are realistic and

specific. It is expected that by the cnd of the third year of foreign language

instruction in the elementary school, the child will have developed pro-

gressively

the ability -to listen to and understand a native speaker in a conversa-

tional situation within the child's experience

the ability to express himself in the foreign language using the correct

sound system in a conversational situation within his experience

the ability to read aloud (using the correct sound system) and to read

silently (with comprehension and without recourse to English transla-

tion) material which has been mastered audio-lingually

the ability to copy material that has been mastered audio-lingually and

to write it from dictation, and the ability to do simple written exer-

cises based on the structures learned.

In addition, it is hoped that the children in the foreign language

elementary school (FLES) program will gradually develop an understand-

ing and insight into the behavior and thought processes of the people whose

language they have been studying, since language is an integral Bart of the

culture of a people. This will help break down their monocultural orienta-

tion and pave the way not only for acceptance, but for appreciation of

differences among peoples.

Finally, it is hoped that by the end of the third year of Hebrew instruc-

tion the children in this program will have developed a favorable attitude

toward foreign language study, and that, in the national interest, -some will

have been identified as having special aptitude.

3



RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER CURRICULUM AREAS

The elementary foreign language program is in harmony with the broad
educational aims of the elementary school. The topics for each grade weze

chosen on the basis of the inters of children of e'ementary school age.
The procedures and techniques take into consideration not only the nature

of language and of language learning, but also the nature of children's learn-
ing. For each topic developed, there are many suggested activities which

correlate the foreign langua.fve with the program in arithmetic, art, health
education, language arts, music, science, and social studies. It has been found

that for some children the introduction of the foreign language has vitalized

their interest in school.

TEACHING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS

In this bulletin, an eclectic method of foreign language teaching is advo-
cated with emphasis on the development of the understanding and speaking
ski.:s. The FLES program takes from all methods .those fe:-.tures which

would help attain the goals of the elementary foreign language program
and rejects those that were not in harmony with the over-all philosophy of
elementary education. It was agreed, for example; that the basic language
!earnings (pronunciation, intonation, structural patterns, vocabulary, etc.)
in a beginning language course should be the same in the elementary, junior
and senior high school. Nevertheless, it was felt that the subject matter of
the authentic conversational situations, which are the core of beginning
second language learning, cannot be the same for elementary and secondary
school children; that for the elementary school child, pattern drills need
to be modified and not overly emphasized; that it is advisable to use a
variety of devices to fix a pattern; that it is unwise to prescribe a routine to
be followed rigidly during every foreign language lesson; that dialogues are
valuable, but they need not be the jumping off point of every presentation.

Guiding Principles

In spite of the fact that there are conditions and procedures which arc
peculiar to the elementary language program, there are nevertheless funda-
mental principles of the nature of language and of language learning which
are basic to sound language programs at any level. These principles are
embodied in the following statements quoted from the writings of two
recognized authorities in the field of foreign language, Nelson Brooks of
Yale University, and Robert L. Politzer of the University of Michigan:

4



"Elements of one language cannot be equated with those of another

language."'
4L. . . the student learns the constructions of the foreign language by
processes which work from within the foreign language, not through

translation from his native tongue, and that he learns them by observa-

tion and by speaking the foreign language, not by speaking about it?"

"The psychology of second language learning must take into account
three important facts which inevitably determine much of the learning

process: First . . that the native language interferes with the acquisi-

tion of the new one; second, that language is habit (or a complex of
habit) 3 and thi;.-j, the t language is an elaborate system."2

"Language is :lit most typical, the most represeiiiativt: the most

central element in any culture: Language and culture arc not sep-

arable=

In the application of these principles to the materials presented in this
bulletin, the following suggestions arc made:

Words and expressions are taught in context, never in isolation. -

Associations are made between the foreign language and the object,
picture or act"....,n, rather than with the English equivalent.

Hebrew is the language of the classroom. English is used sparingly
and only when necessary for purposes of economy. Sometimes, a brief
advance explanation in English may save time. However, skipping back

and forth from Hebrew to English is to be avoided. To learn to speak

a foreign language, a maximum amount of practice in speaking that
language is needed.

Grammar is learned by imitation, repetitior. and analogy. Analysis and
rules arc put off until the more advanced course.

The ear and the tongue are trained before the eye. Every expresSion is

heard and said before it is read and written.

The teacher guards against moving ahead too quickly and every lesson

includes some review.
The teacher is the model and speaks at a normal rate of speed. The

children, from the very start, express complete thoughts at normal
speed and with the correct sound system.

1. Politzer, Robert L. Teaching French: An Introduction to Applied Linguistics.

New York: Ginn and Company, 1960. 140 p.
2. Brook; Nelson. Language and Language Learning: Theory and Practice. New

York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1960. 238 p.

.5



The tempo of the language class is lively and maintained by well-timed

thanges from one activity to another.

In every presentation, choral response is used before individual response.

This permits more oral participation by each pupil, eliminates em-

barrassment, and bolsters confidence.

Listening and Understanding

Ear training is an essential part of language learning. What has not been

heard accurately cannot be reproduced accurately in speech. From the start

children in the language class arc taught to listen attentively and discrimi-

natingly as the teacher models each utterance. The children have to listen

attentively in order to understand the meaning, and discriminatingly in

order to distinguish sounds and sound patterns which will have to be

reproduced.
From the very beginning, the teacher uses a few new classroom com-

mands and expressions each day and gradually builds up a repertoire of
expressions which require spontaneous comprehension and action response.

Early in the course, 7,1,,ist of the youngsters learn to understand and to
respond to such phrases as:

;ram mpr;
avvrpn5 ;Titip12

DO -n37
orern

rne2 MP=
Ege7 7111/7712

115VI nit 1105 ;17p21
'71p3 kp412

.oar arm=
Whenever possible, recordings and tapes related to the material learned

are used to provide opportunities for listening to a variety of speakers, pref-

erably native Israelis.
The teaching of a song can help in ear training. First the teacher teaches

the words and music of the song. Then, if possible, she plays a recording
of the same song performed by a native singer.

The initial presentation of a dialogue requires concentrated listening on

the part of the children. The performance of a dialogue depends upon two
participants listening and responding in turn.

Question and answer exercises and chain drills are also accepted devices

for the development of the ability to listen and understand as well as to
respond accurately.

6



Eventually, the children's progress in listening comprehension will be

demonstrated by their ability to answer questions based on a story which has

been read aloud to them by the teacher. The story will be made up of a

recombination of material already learned.

Speaking

Teaching children to speak in a foreign language includes teaching them

what to say in a given situation and how to say it. The "how" involves a

new sound system. The "what" involves a new set of tools or basic vocabu-

lary and grammatical (structural) patterns which are peculiar to that

language.

PRONUNCIATION

Modern Israeli pronunciation is to be taught. Children will learn to pro-

nounce well only if the teacher has a good pronunciation and if she insists

on accurate or increasingly accurate imitation and repetition of what she

says. Extensive use of pronunciation drills as such are not recommended on

the elementary level. Children imitate well and are not self-conscious. If

they are given a good model and enough opportunity to imitate and prac-

tice, their pronunciation will improve proportionately.
In presenting new material, the teacher first pronounces the sentence

several times while the class listens. She walks around the room so that every

child can hear her clearly. If the sentence is too long, it can be broken up

into meaningful parts, and drilled beginning from the last part of the

sentence and building up to the beginning. This is known as the "backward

build-up." For example:

nom nn int
-mmi nn ""ih"i "Ix

1DON nn n ih, tax 'gym nntro nyt713

The teacher then pronounces the complete sentence again and has the entire'

class imitate her in chorus. This is done several times and is followed by

imitation and repetition by smaller groups, such as half of the class at a time,

or first girls, then boys. Finally, individuals are asked to imitate and repeat.

In the initial stage, the teacher corrects pronunciation errors as they occur,

by offering again a correct model and by requiring more satisfactory imita-

tion. Many teachers have found it efficient to work out sets of signals so that

the children know when they are expected to listen; when they are expected

to repeat in full chorus; when they are expected to repeat in smaller groups;

when they are expected to repeat once or twice. This procedure helps main-

7=
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taro a lively tempo and a maximum of participation by the class. The
memorization of dialogues, jingles, and short poems can be used as exercises

in pronunciation.

VOCAIIUL.ARY: STRUCTURES AND PATTERN DRILLS

The teacher is not responsible for the teaching of all the vocabulary included

in the bulletin. It is presented for her guidance and is to be used according

to the needs of her class.
Since pronunciation is not taught by isolated drills, the children learn

how to pronounce at the same time that they learn what to say in a given

situation.
To build up to the point where the members of the class can talk to

one another on a specific topic, they must be taught vocabulary and the basic

structures involved in expressing a particular thought. It is important to
remember that more time and effort should be spent on teaching structure
than vocabulary. Vocabulary is useful only insofar as it helps to express
thoughts in authentic language. To express thoughts in authentic language,

one must be able to manipulate the basic structures of that language.

The basic structures arc taught by having the youngsters imitate and
repeat sentences which are models of a particular structural item. After the

imitation and repetition phase, the children learn to manipulate the struc-
ture by either expanding it or substituting one item for another and making
the necessary changes. This is known as pattern practice by means of pattern

drills.
It is possible to combine the teaching of vocabulary with pattern prac-

tice. For example, in the lessons on the family, which arc taught in the first
year of language instruction, before any conversation is possible, the children

must know what is meant by in ,DX /Mt ,T, h. This is achieved by:

1. Presentation of each new word in association with a picture or a model.

2. Group and individual repetition of each new word in a complete sen-
-tence, the construction of which is based on a previously learned struc-
tural pattern. This can be done by repetition pattern drills and response

pattern drills.

arm= ma
nit ma
DX ma
12 ma

8

REPETITION DRILL

morn am
2X ma
tot ma
in ma



RESPONSE DRILL

?nnDvbn ;Int
? 2Z41 ;int

DX71 Tint

?pn 7iDllt
.;111=271 II It t5 ('IM) min

.2X71 11K 15 oro nwin
.1:2L1 DX 15 ;'x177) 7714171

.in rot 15 ('s-n) min

In the above examples, the children had previously been taught and were

completely familiar with the use of .317 (Inn) ;IRV; ,7iDIX ,a1n. They were

now drilling the new vocabulary with these familiar structures.

3. Presentation and practice of new structural patterns which can be used

with the new vocabulary. In the lesson on the family, one of the new

structures presented is ... 7v own. This may be done by using a

repetition drill, a response drill and a substitution drill.

REPETITION DRILL

.111 YIC1' 2N7i DV

.111 DIM DIM DV
.i.7 pn DV

RESPONSE DRILL

.112 2.1D1' mxn DV

.111 trin Min tv
.71 727i DV

.111 1D11 '2%; DV
.111 ant DM DV

41 in DV

SUBSTITUTION DRILL

.111 9011 21171 DV

.-na win DWI DV
.71 inn DV

DIALOGUES

Memorizing dialogues has long been
ing. The dialogue may be used as the
of lessons. It permits two children to

a subject that interests them both., It

? 2K 7i DV 7b
? ortn Dv nn
? Pi DV ND

.ill rim, 2Nti OW
.111 D1172 DX71

.71 72.11

an accepted device for language learn-
beginning or the culmination of a, series

converse in the foreign language about
affords a functional use for the learned

( 9



1

vocabulary and structures. It provides an opportunity for dramatization. It
is the first step in the development of one of the most difficult skills in
language learningthat of spontaneous, free conversation.

Before presenting the dialogue, the teacher may give a simple explana-
tion in English of what the situation is about. She then proceeds to act out
and speak the two parts herself. Here she may use puppets or point to stick
figures at the board as she takes each part. She may prefer to have two
children stand in front of the room and point to each one as she says his
or her part. After the teacher has recited the entire dialogue two or three
times, the class is ready for the imitation and repetition phase. For sug-
gestions as to how to teach the pronunciation of a dialogue, teachers are
referred to the section in this bulletin on "Pronunciation." After many repeti-
tions, the class will be able to perform the dialogue in chorus, half the class
taking each part. Eventually, individual children will recite each part and
dramatize the situation accordingly.

One of the intermediate steps between memorized dialogue and free
conversation is the adapted dialogue. After the basic dialogue has been
memorized, the teacher asks questions and accepts and encourages answers
that include vocabulary and structures from previously learned dialogues.

Any question and answer exercise is a form of dialogue and can be
used in connection with all of the activities of the language lesson. In a
question and answer exercise, however, it is important to provide sufficient
practice so that the children learn to ask the questions as well as to answer
them.

For suggestions as to how to drill the vocabulary and structures in a
dialogue, teachers are referred to the section in this bulletin on "Vocabulary,
Structures and Pattern Drills."

Reading

One of the aims of a foreign language program is to develop progressively
the ability to read and understand the language without translation into
English. In the early stages particularly, the teacher is constantly aware of
the two skills which reading includes, i.e., reading with good pronunciation
and reading for comprehension.

Although formal reading instruction is not recommended until the
second year of language instruction, some reading readiness activities can
be carried on almost from the beginning of the course. For example, after
the children have learned to talk about their surroundings in the classroom,
the objects in the room may be labelled in Hebrew. It is important to re-
member, however, that nothing should be read that has not previously been
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heard and said. Therefore, objects should be I-belled only after their He-
brew equivalents have become an active part of the hearing and speaking
vocabulary of the children. Similarly, pictures, maps, and charts which are
on display in the classroom may be labelled as soon as the words on the
labels have been used audio-lingually.

In addition to labelling, there are other practical pre-reading devices.
Once The children know the days of the week, the teacher may, each day,

write on a corner of the blackboard, the Hebrew equivalent of that par-
ticular day. She may also write on the blackboard the names of the children
who are absent by listing them in two columns ;non ,-nor.. The class has

already heard the difference in pronunciation between 1DIT 9011 and

men ant. They now see the graphic representation. No rule or grammatical
explanation is needed at this time. Eventually, some member of the class will

see the analogy and make the generalization.

Experience has shown that some phonetic drill is needed to familiarize

the child with the letters of the Hebrew Alphabet. Such systematic formal
instruction may be introduced at the beginning of the second year. The
teacher should bear in mind the following:

(1) Each Hebrew letter or vowel should be introduced in connection

with a word that the child already knows.
(2) Letters that are similar in appearance should not be taught simul-

taneously, since confusion may result. When a letter is firmly fixed in the
mind of the student, the similar letter may be introduced. The pupil should
be asked to note similarities and differences in the appearance of the letters.

(Examples: D and 13 ;1; and t.)
(3) Phonetic drill should not deflect attention from the aural-oral ac-

tivities of the classroom. The pace should be leisurely. By the end of the
first half of -the second semester, pupils should be thoroughly familiar with
the appearance and sound of each of the Hebrew letters and vowels.

During and after this phase of reading ins+ruction, the basic rule is still

the same, i.e., the children learn -to read only what they have learned to
understand and to say. After having reviewed orally a simple dialogue based

on greetings, for example, the teacher arouses the children's interest in see-
ing the dialogue in written form, and in learning how to read it. She then
distributes rexographed copies of the dialogue, and proceeds as follows:

1. The teacher reads the passage at the normal rate of speed while the
children listen without looking at the written word.

2. The teacher reads the passage at the normal rate of speed and the chil-

dren follow the printed material.

11



3. The teacher reads one phrase at a time and the children repeat in full

chorus.
4. The teacher reads one sentence at a time; the children repeat in full

chorus.
5. The teacher reads one sentence at a time; individual children repeat.

The rexographed dialogues may be numbered and later arranged in

the form of a book titled, rp-wm pm; Simple drawings

will have to accompany some of the written material. No English is to appear

on these pages.
t first, when the children read only material that has been mastered

audio-lingually, they pick up scene cues and then proceed to read almost

from memory. Nevertheless, correct associations are made and facilitate the

next step in reading. At this point, the teacher distributes for reading dia-

logues which have been adapted and rearranged somewhat so that the chil-

dren can no longer read from memory.
In the early stages of reading, there will be a wide gap between the

amount and degree of difficulty of the material that can be spoken and that

which can be read. However, with careful planning; the reading does finally

catch up with the listening comprehension and speaking. At that point, the

teacher finds herself in the ideal situation where she can teach a new dia-

logue or conversational sequence orally, drill it orally, and then proceed to

reinforce it by presenting it in written form for reading.

By the Third year of language instruction, simple material other than

previously learned dialogues may be presented for reading. The book or

story chosen, however, should not contain a great number of new words or

structures and the new words and structures that do appear should be ex-

plained prior to the reading period.
Once reading has been introduced, the teacher will have to apportion

her time carefully. Even though the reading reinforces what has been
learned orally, a great deal of time is still needed for practice in listening

and speaking.

Wrifing
A little writing can be done soon after the reading readiness activities have

been initiated in the first year of instruction. For example, after the children

have become familiar with the labels around the room, they may be asked

to write similar labels under pictures in their notebooks.

Formal instruction in script writing is begun in the second" year. As in

the reading program, the teacher does not teach individual letters but words

12



already known. An interesting way to introduce script is by writing the
names of the children in the class.

Good writing practice consists of copying accurately simple sentences
that have been drilled orally; writing the correct fOrm in a structure drill;
writing accurately from dictation simple sentences that have been drilled
orally.

The copying has value since it makes the children concentrate on exact
reproduction and lays the groundwork for correct writing habits. It also
offers a means of inductive teaching of structure. After having copied the
two following sentences, the children will want to know why 12171 is used
for a boy and ro-tb is used for a girl.

1111337 12771 a

ninny, mnb
With a few more examples, the pattern is easily explained.

Dictation of simple sentences is another exercise in accurate reproduc-
tion in graphic symbols of what has been heard over and over again. It
brings together pronunciation, comprehension, and knowledge of structural
forms. When the children hear and have to write tram Orem they have to
understand what the teacher is saying, associate the sounds with the written
symbols, and remember that D7 and ni are added in the plural.

In the early stages of writing, it is better to have frequent short dicta-
tions than occasional long ones. Many teachers find it helpful to dictate at
least one familiar sentence during each lesson. Following is the recommended
procedure for a dictation exercise:

The teacher reads the selection at the normal rate of speed and the
class listens.

The class writes as the teacher reads the selection again more slowly,
pausing after each phrase and giving the punctuation in Hebrew, e.g.:
p'Db znp.
The teacher rereads the selection at normal speed, repeating the punc-
tuation.

The children listen again and try to fill in their omissions and correct
their errors.

Another type of writing exercise requires filling in the correct form in
a structure drill. This involves recognition and copying the correct form, as
in a multiple choice question, or the actual writing of the form as in a
completion exercise.

(Multiple Choice) (trirtt ,12173) .rrnay Klit

(Completion) .wriny .n11337 inb

13.
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TEACHING GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES

Every language has a grammar of its own and every method of teaching a

language includes some system of teaching grammar. Where the objective

of a language teaching program is primarily a listening and speaking one,

grammar is approached in a special way. It is not taught by presenting a

set of rules to be memorized and applied to specific written exercises. It is

taught by requiring the imitation and oral practice of authentic models of

sentences containing specific grammatical items. This is commonly referred

to as pattern practice. The aim of pattern practice is to make the correct

use of the grammatical item automatic. As patterns are practiced, the chil-

dren see the analogies. From the analogies, generalizations are made. The

generalizations, in turn, eventually enable the student to adapt a specific

pattern to other linguistic situations. In brief, knowledge of correct forms

of grammar is acquired through repeated use.

In an elementary -foreign language program where each lesson is de-

veloped around a conversational center of interest, it is important that none

of the fundamental grammatical items be neglected. It is hoped, therefore,

that the following outline of grammatical items to be covered in the first,

second, and third years of instruction will prove helpful to the teacher.

First Year of Instruction

In the first year of instruction, the -following grammatical items are to be

taught for listening comprehension and speaking only:

Articles: definite; absence of indefinite

Nouns: gender; number

Adjectives: agreement; possessive .135V Min) ATM 7157.) ,1511/

Pronouns: subject

Verbs:

Present tense, masculine and feminine, singular:

:up ,np5 ;fru ,1' Inv I'm ZW1

Polite imperative form; with the infinitive:

... 5 ntripz:

pvi7 ,f655 410'7 ,nmir5
,rule ,7'y'-
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Imperative forms:
12v pnv ,n17

imp ,Vmp Anp
1* ,1Z 15

1DV' ,1131127 11:31V

un ,nn An
Ills pers ;vs

Inp pnp ,np

Numerals:

Cardinal numbers 1-20, masculine and feminine

Teach the feminine numbers first;

in abstract counting, use feminine numbers.

Ordinal numbers 1-6, masculine
Telling Time: on tne hour
Telling age: use of 113 43

Possession as indicated by the use of the word 510

Use of mu ,nt
Use of 15 PX P5 wl to show possession, affirmative and negative

Use of ... n nx with definite object

Days of the week

Second Year of Instruction

FOR LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND SPEAKING

All the grammatical items in the first year of instruction are reviewed. In

addition, the following items are included:

Use of : as a preposition

Contraction of = and ;I (definite article)

Contraction of 5 and ;.; (definite article)

Position of adjectives

Numerals: Cardinal numbers 21-29, masculine and feminine

30-109 by decades

Simple Arithmetical expressions: ... 'in 3nrcet DMZ' ? wn

Verbs:
Present tense, singular and plural, masculine and feminine of

nsi ,11O ,3112
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Polite imperative form with the infinitive:
tms-15 ,nnth atip5 ,")1D anD5

Imperative forms:
um ,'rip ,trIp
12115 ;1211 ,MID

lrinD ,InnD ,nnD
1D, ,nn ,--.Dwi ,t3 ;

Names of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet in sequence (for the second

half of the second year).

Since Hebrew has a non-Roman alphabet, some systematic recognition and

-writing practice are required. With the reading and writing skills not for-

mally introduced until the second year of instruction, it is impossible to

expect the youngsters to be able, at the end of that year, to write the correct

forms of all the structural items listed. The teacher will use her own judg-

ment as to how quickly and to what extent the children will transfer their

audio-lingual !earnings to the graphic skills. It is wise to proceed slowly at

first. Most teachers will find that by the end of the second year of instruc-

tion, the children will recognize the correct forms of the following gram-

matical structures. This means that they will be able to answer multiple

choice questions based on these structures:

Articles: definite
Nouns: gender; number; plurals; duals
Verbs: 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular of the present tense, masculine

and feminine
Adjectives: agreement

Third Year of Instruction

FOR LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND SPEAKING

All the grammatical items listed for the 1st and 2nd year of instruction are
reviewed. In addition, the following items are added:

Adjectives: "Irregular" agreement: MD', DI3V

Verbs:
Present tense: masculine and feminine, singular and plural of verbs

covered in the vocabulary

Imperative i
Telling time: on the half hour
Numerical value of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet
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FOR WRITING

It is expected that by the end of the third year of instruction the children

will be able to do simple written exercises such as completion or multiple

choice based on the grammatical Stems listed for the first, second, and third

years of instruction.

TEACHING CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS

The following quotations highlight the relationship between language and

culture as it is understood today:

"A foreign language is the way that a native speaker of it feels, thinks,

and acts as lie talk.s."3

"Culture, in the sense in which it is used by most linguists or cultural

anthropologists, is the entire complex pattern of behavior and material

achievements which are produced, learned, and shared by the members

of a community. Language is part of cultureperhaps its most central

part because it is largely language that makes the learning and sharing

of behavior possible. Being the central part of culture, it is probably

also the best key to that culture. Once more, since it operates within a

culture it should be learned within contexts and situations which are

part of that culture. . . . Unless we understand the cultural situation in

which an utterance is made, we may miss its full implication or mean-

ing. The tie of language study with culture is not an 'option' to be dis-

cussed in terms of the preferences of the individual teacher, but actually

a practical necessity."1 "When individuals communicate through lan-

guage, understanding tends to follow in direct proportion to the simi-

larity of the conceptions they weave about the words being exchanged

between them."5
For the Hebrew teacher in the elementary school, teaching Hebrew

culture does not mean teaching a comprehensive course in Israel's geog-

raphy, history, art, literature, science, etc. It does mean developing an under-

standing of the people of Israel through their language and their way of

living.
During the time allotted for foreign language study, the teacher is teach-

ing culture every time she talks Hebrew. Her gestures, her exclamations, her

intonation, her voice, her mannerisms are no longer American. For the

3. Anderson, Theodore. "New Concepts in the Meaning of Language." Looking

Ahead in Foreign Languages. California State Department of Education, Sacra,.

went °, 1961.
4. Politzer. 9p. cit.
5. Brooks, op. cit.
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foreign language teacher who is a native of the foreign country, this comes

naturally. For the others, authenticity can be assured by the supplementaiy

use of well chosen records, tapes, filmstrips and films.
The pictures, posters and maps displayed in the room will add to the

foreign atmosphere. A special area, ritiay, ;;II should be set aside for the

display of Israeli coins, stamps, dolls, books, calen3ars, newspapers items, menus,

etc. The children shcald be encouraged to add to the collection and the display

should be changed periodically to keep interest alive.

The poems and songs taught with each topic should be Hebrew poems

and songs, not translations from the English. This is important since the

songs and poems of a country are a basic part of its cultural heritage.

As the topics are developed, and after the children have learned to
talk in Hebrew about their immediate environment, the conversation can

be geared to a similar situation in the foreign country. The topics based on

the city, transportation, and the park, for example, can be developed first
with American scenes and then with Israeli scenes.

In the third year of instruction, where the center of interest is a trip
abroad, each lesson should make Israel a little more real, and the Israeli
people a little more understandable to the youngsters.

Holidays, as they occur through the year, may be the motivation for
the learning of specific holiday greetings and vocabulary, as well as for a

comparison of the way of celebrating that holiday in the native country and

the foreign country.
Finally, books in English about Israel should be recommended to in-

terested students for supplementary reading, or suggested as possible book

reports in the language arts program.
If in teaching the foreign language, we have managed to break down

the children's monocultural orientation, and to build up an acceptance and

understanding of a way of life that is different from *heir own, we are well

on our way to achieving one of the broader goals of foreign language study.

USING AUDIO- VISUAL AIDS

In developing the four skills in the foreign language course, the teacher can

use effectively any number of visual and audiai aids to present, supplement

or reinforce some part of each lesson.
Real objects, models and pictures are used for the presentation of every

topic. Each new word in the foreign language is associated with an object,

model or picture, so that English will not have to be used as an intermediary.

To stimulate conversation based on the various topics, such as the

family, the home, clothing, transportation, the city. etc., large pictures of
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scenes based on the topics are most useful. Wherever possible Israeli pictures

should be used in addition to the American so that some aspect of the daily

life of the Israeli people is absorbed together with the language.

Every language room should also have a good map of the country, as

well as posters and photographs of places of interest. All of the material in

the nrmy nps i.e., coins, stamps, books, newspapers, magazines, calendars,

menu; etc., are considered visual aids and further the teaching of the culture

of the country.
For cultural information as well as visual stimuli for conversation, well

chosen slides, filmstrips and films can be used. The Bureau of Audio-Visual

Instruction evaluates new materials, and every year prepares approved lisis

of filmstrips, slides and discs. For the free loan of 16mm sound films and

tape recordings, teachers may refer to the bulletin, Instructional Films and

Tapes, issued by the Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction, 131 Livingston

Street.
The record player and the tape recorder are invaluable aids to the

foreign language teacher, and should be so situated that they can be used

frequently with the least amount of inconvenience. It is by means of records

and tapes that the children learn to listen to and to understand the language

as it is spoken by different people. It is also by means of the record and the

tape that the authentic, native pronunciation is brought into the classroom.

Records are particularly useful in the teaching of songs, especially when

teachers are not confident in their own musical ability.

The tape recorder, which is the core of the language laboratory: is a

most versatile piece of equipment. However, its effectiveness depends upon

the quality of the tapes used. The tape recorder can be used for pronuncia-

tion drills, structure drills, dictation exercises, comprehension exercises and

for testing both pronunciation and listening comprehension. A good pro-

nunciation drill tape provides a model, a pause for repetition, and the cor-

rect model again. A good structure drill tape also has a pause for pupil

response, provides the correct answer and then has another pause for repeti-

tion of the correct answer.
For use of the tape recorder in testing pronunciation and listening

comprehension, see section on "Testing" in this bulletin.

Language teachers in the schools where language laboratories have

been installed are referred to the bulletin Using Laboratory Techniques in

Teaching Foreign Languages in New York City Schools.6

6. Board of Education of the City of New York. Using Laboratory Techniques- in

Teaching Foreign Languages in New York City Schools. Curriculum Research

Report. New York: The Board, 1961. 60 p.
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The Division of Elementary Schools is selecting and distributing to
each language class suitable equipment, books, records and other materials
which help achieve the goals of the foreign language instructional program.

TESTING

In the elementary school phase of foreign language study, where objective
tests of language achievement as valid measures of accepted criteria arc not
always readily available, teacher judgments of pupil ability based on day-
to-day observations of performance provide a major basis for evaluation.
Periodic administration of well-constructed achievement tests, whether
teacher-made or in the form of uniform examinations, will serve to con-
tribute to both pupil motivation and adaptations of instructional approaches.

An effective test, whether standardized or teacher-constructed, must be
based firmly and representatively upon the objectives of the curriculum.
Since the New York City FLES program emphasizes the skills of under-
standing, speaking, reading and writing with primary emphasis on under-
standing and speaking, similar relative emphases should be allotted within
the tests which are constructed.

Recognition G-f such relative -weightings was an essential part of the
development of the New York City Foreign Language Adzieuement Series
of tests in elementary French and Spanish. The objectives of the elementary
Hebrew curriculum are basically the same. Analysis of the curriculum in all
the elementary foreign language programs makes it essential that the testing
program provide evaluative measurements to tap the following areas:

1. listening

2. speaking (pronunciation, intonation, and rhythm)
3. oral reading
4. spontaneous responses in the foreign language

5. reading comprehension
6. recognition of correct written structural patterns

In addition, to assist teachers in constructing their own objective tests
for classroom use, the following section presents appropriate objective test
items for each of the language skills. It is realized that it is not always pos-
sible to test one specific skill with one particular test item. Some test items
will, for example, test aural comprehension as well as oral ability, and read-
ing as well as writing. Whenever possible, an attempt should be made, either
in item construction or in scoring criteria, to keep the various major skills
separated.
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Lisfening

RESPONSE TO COMMANDS

From the very beginning of the ceur.se, the teacher cart test a child's under-

standing of what she is saying by noting his response to commands given

in the foreign language. At first, these commands arc simple:
ri5-rri rat rum

They can become more difficult:
.rriv; nnx 1D0727; rat :211D1 itli rat rip ,min 'at 15

The commands in this type of test may be made by a voice on tape. How-

ever, whether on tape or live, this test would have to be administered on

an individual basis.

COMPREHENSION OF NA3IES OF OBJECTS

For this type of test, the teacher may use a tape recorder and rexographed

sheets which contain several series of pictures. The voice on tape names an

object and the children mark the corresponding picture on their papers.

COMPREHENSION OF ACTION WORDS AND PHRASES

Here again the teacher may use the tape recorder and rexographed booklets

containing several series of pictures. The voice on tape makes a statement

and the children mark the picture that best represents what they hear. For

example, the children hear 'mum nn. They see on their papers four pic-

tures. They must mark the one which illustrates the fact that it is a windy day.

COMPREHENSION OF THOUGHTS AS EXPRESSED BY PATTERNS

PECULIAR TO THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE

For this question, too, a series of pictures is needed. The voice on tape

makes an incomplete statement. One of the pictures in the series correctly

completes the thought. The children mark the correct picture.

Voice on tape: ... Lilt ttin nx ,17 nnx1D rm. ltniD

Pictures: butcher, baker, doctor, dentist

The children mark the picture of the dentist.

True or False: te7 ,p

For this question, the children write P or N72 in response to statements made

by the voice on tape.
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.rn' Tyr, nol
.1=7 11123 13112,2

This is really a listening comprehension test since the only writing required

is n 145.

MULTIPLE CHOICE

The voice on the tape asks a question and then gives four possible answers

preceded by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. The children put a mark on the number

that corresponds to the correct answer.

Voice: ? -ram MD 17t)

.nviri MIMI .3 .;721 TITIZI .1

;Ivy ra 121t .4 .01y1 MI .2

On their papers the children see 1, 2, 3, 4 and should put a mark on the 2.

COMPLETION

An incomplete sentence is heard on the tape followed by four answers,

1, 2, 3, 4. The children mark the number which corresponds to the correct

answer.

Voice: ...Dr DM
."71/311 MI .3
man nx .4

.11tb 'nil .1

:IV? till .2

COMPREHENSION OF A PARAGRAPH OR A SHORT STORY

This is the most difficult of the listening comprehension test questions. The

voice on tape reads a paragraph, and then asks questions based on it. Each

question is asked twice. For each question four answers are given preceded

by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. The children mark the number which corresponds

to the correct answer.

Speaking

Unless a language laboratory is available, the speaking tests must be ad-

ministered individually and away from the rest of the class. There are sev-

eral ways of administering the speaking test.

Without tape recorder The teacher asks the questions. The child an-

swers. The teacher rates the responses im-

mediately using a numerical scale.

With one tape recorderThe teacher asks the questions. The child

records his responses on tape. The tapes are

rated after all the children have been tested.
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With two tape recordersThe two tape recorders arc set up so that the

pupil tested hears the taped voice through a

set of ear phones and records his answer on

another tape.

Testing the speaking skills means testing pronunciation and intonation,

ability to express thoughts (which implies comprehension of what has been

heard) and control of structural patterns.

MIMICRY

In this type of question, the child repeats exactly what the voice on tape

says. Each item in this question is chosen for a particular sound. One way

of rating -this type of question is on a numerical scale with numbers from

1 to 3 (1 unsatisfactory, 2 satisfactory, 3 superior).

ORAL READING

Each child is -asked to read a selection made up of a recombination of

familiar material. To standardize the rating procedure, it is best to have the

oral reading recorded on tape. The rating is based on a numerical scale and

should take into consideration pronunciation of sounds, intonation, and

reading with comprehension.

SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS

In this type of test the teacher or the voice on tape asks a question and the

youngster records his answer. This question tests comprehension of the

spoken language, the ability to frame a response spontaneously in the cor-

rect structural form, and to give that response freely with the correct pro-

nunciation and intonation.

SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE TO A PICTURE

In this type of question the child is shown a picture and is asked to talk

about it. The answer must cover specific items such as: Who is in the pic-

ture? Where is he? What is he doing?

Reading

MULTIPLE CHOICE

This test can be administered to a group. The children have in front of them

a reading selection made up of a recombination of the vocabulary and

structural patterns taught. They are asked to read the paragraph and an-

swer the questions based on it. Each question is followed by four answers,

one of which is correct.

1
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TRUE FALSE

For this test, the same procedure is followed as for the multiple choice read-

ing comprehension test. However, after reading the selection, the children

arc required to indicate whether the statements based on it are true or false.

READING AND STRUCTURE

This is a group test. The children are confronted with written sentences

each of which has a word or phrase missing. Several choices appear in

parentheses at the end of each sentence. The correct answer must be selected.

For this test the children must know how to read, and also have a recogni-

tional knowledge of the grammatical structure involved.

(113111D ,2111Z) .1113rI7 2

Writing

DICTATION

Writing tests are administered to the entire group. In the dictation test, a

selection can be read by the teacher or by a voice on tape. The dictation is

usually read once while the children listen. It is read again as the children

write. A third reading permits them to look over their work and make

corrections.

WRITING AND STRUCTURE

In this test the children are asked to write the correct form based on a pat-

tern given as a model.

ton -F5In mny lump WM

II Tnri .11nS7 MBIEM. 15.11
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Suggested Topics:
First Year of Instruction
(The teacher is not expected to exhaust all of the suggested topics or vocabu-
lary items. The teacher should make a selection in accordance- with the
needs of the class and the time available) .

MY SCHOOL

(Greetings, Introductions, Days of the Week)

Introduction

These are the first lessons in Hebrew. The teacher is the major resource in
the language learning process. It is her enthusiasm for the Hebrew language
and her understanding of the Israeli people which arouse and sustain the
children's interest. It is a good idea to begin by teaching the youngsters how
to greet each other in Hebrew. If at the end of the first Hebrew lesson, they
can say and understand a few simple sentences, their excitement and feel-
ing of accomplishment will go a long way in helping them over the hurdles
that lie ahead.

Suggested Procedure

1. The teacher walks up to a child, shakes his hand and says, "1011 15v".
She then pretends to be 1311 and answers for him "7111D t3117V.7",
This is repeated with several youngsters until it is obvious that most of the
children in the class can pronounce 'nip tol5v and understand that it is
a greeting. The teacher may then begin to vary the pattern by using
D11121 t3f2u7 and by requiring a choral answer ;TIM n1z2v.

2. The teacher continues by saying, ;nu) 1m (She points to herself.)
DIIIn'm mix. (She points to the children.) The meaning of these words
is conveyed by pointing and gestures. This leads to:

2 DI-pen-In not ?n-ntn nollt
.rollIrY2rin run .n-ntn run

3. The dialogue is then developed as follows:

Feminine Masculine
.11', 111:21 1510 uton : n-1D .11'1 rat Iht7 own : ;lilt

?15tv umn ;In ?I'm mon n»
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(She points to a girl and answers for

her.)

Jon own

AM 117V awn : nut

.nIn nftnn

(She points to a boy and answers for

him.)

44x'1 '5w awn

.7311t1 1h7 arm : pun

4211C1 ITIVI MD :mitt

While teaching the pattern ''w i3W the teacher has the opportunity

of pronouncing for each child the Hebrew equivalent of his name. From this

time on it is suggested that the Hebrew names be used during the Hebrew

lessons. If a child has a name for which there is no Ilebrew equivalent, he

may, if be wishes, select a Hebrew name to be used during the Hebrew lessons.

Following is a list of some popular names for boys and girls. (Names are listed

in Hebrew alphabetical order.) Selection of names with the same initial sound

may facilitate the transition.

BOY'S' NAMES

English

John
Jonathan
Joseph
Jacob (Jack)
Isaac
Lawrence
Michael
Mark (Mathew)
Moses
Nathan
Nathaniel
Ezra
Emanuel (Manny)
Philip
Reuben (Robert)
Ronald (Ronnie)
Raphael
Saul
Solomon (Sanford)
Samuel
Simon

Hebrew

pm'

ior
npyl
pnr

1.5

5nvi
'YTlYi

twin
7ni

im2n3

5X137ZY

0173-;D

1111:1

11

1301
511iV

nem
5mtv
Thmtv

English

Abraham (Allan)
(Avery)
Adam (Andrew)
(Earle)
Aaron (Arnold)
Eli (Elliot)
Amnon
Leo (Leonard)
Benjamin (Bennett)
Benedict (Barnett)
(Barry) (Bertram)
Gabriel
Geoffrey (Jay)

David
Don (Donald)
Daniel
William
Herman (Harold)
Judah (Judd)
Joel

Hebrew

rim=

trnt

Tvat
,5tt ,in151,1

Tonti

11W32

7112

'mina

'MT

jT

17141.11

sxr
rpm

;Trim
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GIRLS' NAMES

English Hebrew English Hebrew

Hannah (Ann) MIT Abigail (Abby)
5111:nt

(Anita) Amy flaunt

Toby (Bonnie) N31V Elizabeth (Ai lene) 5,2t'715x

Judith (Judy) rimy Ellen (Elaine) ;051K

Josephine mow Sandra ;MOD*

Leah (Lee) nzi5 Esther (Estelle) iMat

(Lillian) (Lynn) Bella ;1;7773

Mildred (Regina) ;3,76 Joyc.. (Jewel) 71513,

Miriam (Mary) 0116 Deborah (Debby) milx?

(Myra) (Doris) (Dorothy)

Natalie nbru Dinah (Diane) Fun

Alice nr5y Joy
;inn

Pearl 133117 Eve (Evelyn) mrt

Rebecca li721 Helen (Vivian) nm

Rachel (Rae)

Ruth

7n,
nn

(Vera (Veda)

Hilda ;7'15ri

4. The teacher points out that after greeting one another, we usually ask

about our health:

Feminine Masculine

?Ib15v2 n ?lb?* ND

7131 711ib 31,7 ? m :110
srnn NT= .rrnn MI03

5. At any time during this series of lessons, the teacher may introduce the

days of the week, one day at a time. On the corner of the board she may

write:
.'iW DP 1311;1

.1t/11171Z7 Mr rim

When the children begin noticing the day of the week and asking ques-

tions, they are ready for:

?tnni pun nrx
.('1r5w) taw orn
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6. As an outgrowth of the dialogue on health ?-pfro rib the teacher may point
to the board when the namm of absentees are rmorded, and say:

.mm1 1311D .10f1 10P rltfl lb

152T1 .n5ir! xv; ?cpin ;non mil

After several days the children will be able to say:

4151rn ton marl nor

.;151r! xny ;non alin

7. Finally, a dialogue similar to the following may be developed:

.Dril ?Its 1p2
st116 :mu) ip

?YrJr- awl rin

.rpn, I'm arm
?I'm awn ;1731

..315 nina 15r, am

?nor Ibl5r, ;lb
Ann ,1103 210

?ftp5v, ;1/31

.717111 717132

?;111b;1 nali

.;111/311. ;13;1

?nrreprin nnt
.1311m5nn nm

?trim pnvra ap mIx
...Dr von

?ion vi
.tort um

X171 11311 yrrb

.;151n Nin

!1/2rt

.13115, .1 iu12 15

Explain that the words 13vinbri jr71.), may include both boys and girls.
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Related Vocabulary cad Pafferas of Speech

MO Dr ;Mil nib
13V Dr all ;rnn (OD) PIK

1V5V Dr ;wpm In=
VW) Dr Y17b ;I TO ,;7116

IMMI Dr ;.zin ,;*in s-n51 ;61

170 Dil ;Tim ;um rnell ,tan51
I137 Dr 173 nrnthn ,n'-pthn
MD ip3 urn NM

210 rf7t5 ...I 21D

D1737 my rnxinn5 In MD

.;1112371;7173

.711113n ;on

?DIM 11371 Dr nrkt
... Dr ow;

?..ran tt
mon tan

man XVI

Suggested Activities

1. Pairs of children are called on to dramatize a dialogue.

2. A boy or girl is chosen to act as teacher and direct the conversation.

3. In "round-robin" fashion, a child asks a question and calls on a friend
to answer. He, in turn, asks a different question of a third child, etc.

4. Courtesy expressions in Hebrew are used by the teacher whenever the
opportunity arises. When a child hands her an object she says, ;rim.
Whenever a child says, rrnn, the teacher answers, -in tt12 557 or
nvp33.

5. Game
One child stands with hiF. back to the class. Another child stands up and
says, .91:11 ra*Tv. The first child attempts to guess the identity of
the speaker by replying, ... I'm awn. As soon as he guesses correctly
he is given the answer, ... 52.717 rarie,;; ,72. He returns to his seat and the
other child takes his place.

For variation, these may be substituted for 1:11TD:

.nmvi lti ,t315w 112V ,21D W715 mu 1p3
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6. Poems
(2)

Inn raTip 1nb
.prtn rir DM

,131:7 DP int

"171173J Env rpm=
;21771e1 DP pyn, ray

;3= op -am
ma 112V

:min DP
(CP1n .11)

7. Songs

2)

(3) m'53; n*/ 121C271

aft 2112V 131Cra

8 zeo537 aft

?ity -fr ,i; M
xrn, to am

?nDI ;7751 ,lbV ib
.1171111 v5V 0=

(onn .to

(3)

MY CLASSROOM
(Objects, Colors, Numbers, Weather, Time)

(2) D'11/1 1315W

xfpra .1315v
rntrmn5 ,rnInnn-5

7.131 5V ,1:1117V

(1)

(1)

Introduction
The teacher uses the classroom and the objects in it as the major resource

for this series of lessons.

7. Music in Judith Eiscnstein and Frieda Frensky, Songs of Childhood (p. 14).

8. Music and Dance in'Dvora Lapson, Folk Dances for Jewish Festivals (p. 6).

9. On record, Shiray Gan, Minedco.
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After the exchange of greetings and conversation based on the previously

learned topic, the teacher, using gestures, starts with ? rit ;i1J and answers

herself, arm m. She then points to the door, the window, the wall, etc. and

asks each time, ?Fit W. She shrugs her shoulders, pauses, but doesn't

answer.

Suggested Procedure
1. The children are now ready to learn the Hebrew equivalents for some

of the objects around them. To teach z151 the teacher will point to the

door and say, ?nu nts ,tree .nirr tuft ? mu nb. The class in chorus

will repeat, n5I inv. Pupils will then be: called upon individually until the

questions and answers are generally understood and correctly pronounced.

The teacher will guard against going too quickly and introducing too many

new words or expressions during one lesson. She will also be careful to allow

at each stage enough tune for repetition and review.

2. To teach new patterns with the learned vocabulary the teacher will

continue with:

Feminine

.&rn 7R ,Y7 :wrin
.n5am ITIL nz51n nit :;rr51
.nirm irg 37:rt wv : n-n»

.ern 737 sfmn ;lbw nit :;rer

3. This may be expanded to include:

Feminine

Masculine

.Z1' * "I . rs-nn

.enn hr -iin Int :151

.115am ti 3r1Yr.' rrm : ;T11»

.When zr; ran nw Int :artr

Masculine

4. When the children can actively use such words as
;In 1111DY 73D0 ,I711 M117,

colors may be introduced. The teacher has with her sheets of colored paper,

pencils of different colors, flags of several countries, etc., and proceeds with:

? inn SOX ;MI

.('121 mns ,prr) 1:3111i VII
?arprr 373x ;In

.('1n1 ,pn, lay) 'nnz "rpn
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? nnyn Sri z y2z ran

.7271 art, Inyn 5rin

? "VI-1MM VW = ilb
.innzi 1217 Amu limbic! 5rin

5. The objects in the classroom may also be used to introduce numerals

from one to ten.

.171 ,Ivo trnr, 1117K :nrreon rat "IDID 121i

.rn13mm rut 11DO ,13511

The children then count in Hebrew, the books, chairs, boys; girls, etc.

6. Once the children are familiar with the word Mil the subject of

weather may be introduced. This is done incidentally and the expres-
sions taught should depend upon the weather at that particular lime.

On a beautiful day, for enmple, the Hebrew teacher may walk

into the room, look out of the window and enthusiastically exclaim,

!rim; my3 nii. This leads to nrn nvi ?nrn intim up rat That is all

the "weather" taught on that occasion. Another time, the teacher

will start with, !torn rivi ke7 and add appropriately, TIP 112V or

Till torn.

7. Similarly, how to tell time may be taught informally. When the chil-

dren know the numbers in Hebrew; they may as one of their games,
point to any number on the clock and call on their friends to say
the number in Hebrew. Somewhere in the room there should be a large
cardboard clock with movable hands. Then, at any appropriate time,
.preferably on the hour, the teacher may look at her watch and say,
:Tog ;vv.! ?rim; nn. She then moves the hands of the artificial clock

to the actual time and repeats, -my nytyn niytm-; nt :In nytrn.

This is repeated several times by the class, by smaller groups and by
individuals. No more ccmplicated expressions are taught at this time.

On another day, toward -the end of the Hebrew lesson, the teacher
may suddenly look at her watch and say, ;16 n-nry tyro inD nyron
niv37 0 nv nytv7; ? nym In this way, telling time has meaning and falls

right into the activities and experiences of the day instead of being an iso-

laiecl lesson.



kelated Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

zing MX
Inv paw Amy Arm

r.,7tr ;win
3711at diI1311i

11723T1 ,17i7/271

ww ,nwt.7
2V ,riy2v

71117iV ,nawari
3,wn ,n3mn
-my ,rmr77

N12731 nritt ;Ivy TM
711V/31 D'1 ,1t WIT

WIWI,'
;n um

? ... n 3ms nt
?nt nt

? -no alb mi
?;737rx? rib
.rria D1Y3

.11O2 DlY3 16
.T111 13 VI
:711' 1I2V

.(rt75V/ ,rrinv) rim 7197j11
XIV; DIM ;V=

"MD 1112
TM
n51
pi'
-rp

n-ipn
nor)

KOD

In5ro
rn
-pa

pnb
"MD

ni2rvi
1'2

Trmy
DI,-

Suggested Activities

1. A child is chosen to act as teacher and to conduct a conversation.

2. The children ask one another questions in "round-robin" fashion.

3. The dialogue of the previously learned topic is expanded to include:

? ... 71 yas ;V ? NT 7172 and all the language patterns developed in

this topic.

4. The teacher may vary the dialogue by introducing such common ex-

pressions as:

nz111 ra15w inn

"1/177
114112

minx* yr, nzri

1/ 711 nit, 5113
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5. One child may be called upon to name a color such as, pm. He, in turn,
calls on another child who points to the green wall and says, my Dpn.
This continues as other children name all the green objects for which He-
brew equivalents have been learned. This activity is repeated with each color.

6. There shOuld be a large Hebrew calendar somewhere in the classroom.
This will afford an opportunity to briefly explain the difference between
the lunar (Hebrew) and the solar calendars and to introduce the names
of the Hebrew months. On the corner of the board, however, the
teacher may continue to write in Hebrew the date according to the
general (solar) calendar, as done previously.

7. Games

a. A child turns his back to the class. The class chooses an object. The
child asks, ?t,Ii2pri nr nxn. When he gives the right answer, the
class says, t1.02pri ;a ,p. He is permitted three guesses.

b. A child turns his back to the class. The class hides an object. The
child tries to find the object. The class sings a Hebrew song. As the
child approaches the object, the class sings more loudly. If he walks
in the wrong direction, the class sings more softly. To vary the game, the
children, instead of singing, may say,sfitb ,srxn Atm nn rum nn ; on
or :Mb ;TM Attb alp on ip op, depending on the child's dis-
tance from the object

c. One child taps a pencil and others are called on to tell in Hebrew
how many taps were heard.

d. This is a vocabulary game. One child starts by touching a chair
and saying, XOD nit. The second child touches the chair and a book
and says, imn NOD ;on. Each child, in turn, goes through the same
list of objects in the same order, adding one more each time.

e. Children play this game in a circle. One child walks around the
outside of the circle holding a kerchief and reciting the verse. At
the word ttnti he places the kerchief on a child's head. Both run
around the circle in the same direction. Whoever gets back to the
vacated place first wins.

only; rmx Alm rim
.13111: rmmtvi 1'2

Arhn trrnr mot
.ivtrm in rmmtvin
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h_r

8. Poems

a. This may be recited in two parts. One child asks the question (the

first two lines). Another child recites the answer, pointing to the

parts of the room as he names them.

A child's name may be substituted for the word 8012.

my 77n3 772 ,7110
ntr 11112 1b

npri ;On aripn Nip
.ral ,1M2 VI

b. Children in Israel chant this verse as they bounce a ball, turning

a foot over the ball at the last word of each line.

9. Songs

,nm vi5117 pror ,nnt
.lopt22 yo3 7mt vpx
Ism ii115 new tun

.1sm w577 Amy ,rirm

(1)

7251 51nz 527
4t2pn 152.7 Itin

2n31 310 f3111

10.1a1 517 yy12m2

(2)

29171 unix ,tpy, irrat
.Tirm 12ii 3V11 5tr

51520 1172yon ,53520 pbSTri
.51x ,51S ,512
.YS bts hys

(This is sung to the tune of "Frere Jacques.")
(3)

DIM AIM

rn2 try
rrmn '2x

11 .111 ,111 Ali

10. M. Gorali and D. Sarnbursky, ,X nIrarm row 19D (p. 114).

11. Music in Hannah Harris, et. al., Hebrew Kindergarten Manual (p. 37).
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MY FAMILY

(Members, Age, Pets)

Introduction

For this lesson, the teacherdisplays large clear pictures of a family. She

is prepared with toy animals or pictures of animals to represent pets. She is

ready to use in her Hebrew conversation any of the pets the children have

been caring for in the classroom, i.e., turtles, goldfish, etc.

Suggested Procedure

1. The attention of the class is directed to a large picture of a family--
including mother, father, sister, brother and baby, or to dolls, models

or puppets that clearly represent a family. The teacher begins with:

? ;111DT1773;1 MIN

.nriDtvbri ;1371

nrozmn rim ,tr-rT71

The children answer: .nriDtvw nin

In a similar manner the Hebrew words for the other members of the

family arc presented.

2. The family is given a Hebrew name, and the conversation proceeds

as follows:

:III ;WM 210 1:0
zim ow rin

? on ow rib
.111 01172 1:110 mu

? nimo DTTI nn

:In rni rnmm ow
?min ow nn

mil 71 ram my
? puIrm to rib

.113 tinro ping; law

The teacher explains that we omit the word "is" in Hebrew. (It is
understood.)

3. Once the vocabulary is familiar to the children, they extend its use
by referring to their own families.
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? cfm eitm zxn rn? n73

? (;1V) 15T MO nr1 nb

? (7m) tm nxn ritr rib

? (n5v2) 15w nxn ow ;lb

? dm) 15ro rom nv rib

?gm 17m nxn tow nn
.Irryl (rem) fm min ow

? cfm -I rontin rm nn
arm 15v Immo tly

?(nina) 17m rnnxn ow 71b
.nIn (rem) *Iv rnmin cr/

Enough practice and repetition should be allowed so that the chil-
dren, without resorting to grammatical analysis, automatically use

.13;27/ ,;157/ ,1127/ 17m 17m ,112v

4. Descriptive words may now be introduced. Pointing again to the
picture of the father, the teacher says:

?inn nxn DR71
.5111 2R71 ,p
vim plrrin DWI

.712p plr.nn ,p

This will lead to descriptions of the children's families.

Introduce the use of K32i Nix, explaining that these words are
used by a child when addressing (or referring to) his own father and
mother.

?rip' (DV) tv min
.71D1 libli ,/D

?MU ("I5V) 15t) nxn
MU intt ,T.,

5. By introducing the question, rf7 W' ... 71tD the teacher provides the
children with an opportunity to:

a. Review numbers
?(15) 17 VI mInx nb

.rrnx law 15 1r
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b. Use the negative
? (15) 15 Tr ninm nnz

ntrat '' int

c. Practice some of the forms of ... t'
? 17 rr DIM ;IDD

.nnat mem 15 17,

?n5 rp 111'T1 ;viz
.nett rnmt 5 vi,

6. ?(1e2w) 15v nnrann onrat Ti7i3 is a difficult question, but if the teach-

er can work it in at this point, it would add interest to the conversation
and provide a review for numbers.

? ("izv) tro nrmrot: n,T713K ran

.,5v r1DWD2 !ova; ;wpm ro,

7. Now the children are ready to talk about "age."

.strtni 1 'IR

?;11* nnz 13

?nx n? 11 3

.Srtinl 112 'IR

? (112119) 15Tv mci 7iD3 in

.37nr; 13 ,5rt; rittn

? (15w) 15w rnmrt ritZ I13

miroy am?, xi: ,5ro rnram

8. Later, by use of pictures, ctuffed animals, classroom pets or even a
live pet brought to school by one of the children, the names of the
common pets are taught.

?,`1r ;1D

.212Z ;a

?5,rinn nm
.Innrin 71371

9. Once the names of the pets are learned, they can be practiced with
all the previously learned patterns.

? mnr rr (15) 15 ron

.:nr ler i7t Az
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?(-15v) 2r; B-,ax nn
.pr' 15v 31;

?5ra 05ro 15w 5umn
.ittp 1517 5innn ,x5

?(-15W) 5mnn aw nb
pp5 15w 5mnr; aw

?(15W) -15v 3537

4n32 157 35:n my

10. When the children have attained sufficient mastery of the Hebrew
equivalents of members of the family and pets, and are reasonably

fluent in using them with all the previously learned patterns, the teacher

introduces -11 7y ,,- ,11e2 ,i717 Ann This is dune by puilitifig twice

again to the family picture:

.1374 rinnl 1' 57 Inrir p.m

nun

.7n5wri rum 35zri

.tiozn 57 51nnn

Then, using objects in the room, or other pictures
?"11DX71 7int

? 77121 ;MIN

.77r7 57 imm

.norut 57 inni

11. Finally, the children are expected to converse with one another using
the following dialogue:

?21,D 15 Tim Ap71 : 2NT

.non 73p 35: 15 W' ,73 :3py,
?1;771 12V71 Z» : 2KT

.271271 11771 1:1T071 np7,1

?-15w :5:7; 1ms ;lb : axr
Nang t5,t, 3572 :31,71

?:tir ,35: 15 rpn
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Adaptations

.p? ',inn 15 vl 5:1t ,x5 : ata
?tv tnnnn av no :apro
.7p0 1:v 51nnn DV : 2XT

? 71pz3 3723 ;16 :=pyt

:man 7a5 7pp5 : 21s1

?ax (1e2) 15 v,n
?lux
?,ain

? 2;11 1-1

(117W) 1;70' 23t 1 na a»

? (157/2) 1170 -noxn

? (1-17) t; v alrin
sm

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

;IMO ,2113 In nnorm

no, ,no, nTrt 2X

5,t-j 'll'ir P XIX

17m ,1:1 "111 P% DX

7117111 ;e7U.7 272 X?3X

n3ap ;lop 5inn Mt

;111DX ,11D4 110X Z1111X

710117 ,0111 ,vin puns

a 2;11 11 20

min 2X IC0
537 331 ;120

no5 X1120

'irn 1D1

T' 5y ;11D1

? tnn nno p ? ...DV ;16
... p z.nn ...I'm am

?x,n 710D 112 ton AtIN

..112 win ,5 m,
lnp drip ,Tip ,5 ini

nnp15 ,np15 'iii ran
'TS ,-r3 ...m,

Irmo i,:in 1:at ?... ttl, DM
,', ,.2n ,,,, in ? ... 15 trn
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C17) "17 pm= nx

(17) 17 nInu ':K
,r1t7.7

,DV 1.1X

Suggested Activities

1. The children arc asked to bring in pictures of their own families and to

talk about than in class.

2. For a quick review of vocabulary the teacher may ask the class to

draw pictures representing each Hebrew word she pronounces:

.21 ; 2T 21 ; pp 151 1px7 ,131151

a The action series may be expanded and used with the new vocabulary.

The child called on responds to the command and explains in Hebrew

what he is doing.
.cap :7illn

-up : 712z5n

.r15n tat 15
.17151 71t tnn

man rift : ;11123

.111n nit 711715 Iltt :11725n

.C131 ,353 ,t7n0 11DX 113 :;11123

.('1D1 d73 MIX) 1123. "Pn :1I235n

:inn rat 15 in :;11173

.11277 rut 15 mu 13tt : 723511

.15w Ron 7x 17 :rem
.'7m xo3r1 5ki 11217; 131i :11235n

.211) : ;71123

MVP '3K :11thn

4. Props and toys such as toy furniture and stuffed animals permit action

responses in drilling the meaning and the :.se of prepositions.

awn zpy 252n ntt nno ,1* :n-nn
atozn 5y 2521 rat ow Int : 115

.711577:7 nnn 51nnn ntz Dv ;pm zn-nb
nnn '71nnn nx ow '3K :pun

5. Games

Watch It Grow

The idea is to "plant" a word and let it grow into a sentence. One child

is called on to say one word in Hebrew. Another child adds one. word.
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This continues until it grows into a ..entence. The longer the sentence
grows, the more fun for the children.

11

2711X1

1:11b3 MIT n

How Long Can This Go On?

One child is asked to say any sentence in Hebrew. The next child must
give another sentence starting with the last word or phrase of the first
sentence. When a "dead end" is reached, the game starts again with a
new sentence.

Following are two examples:

(2) (1)
aPVri run .tann l'm DIM

4%131M 17; tr5pn mop n151 ion
.7nWn? 511 srmilEn .rivn3 ;ow rib,

Mr 76=

6. Poems

(2) (1)
lup pun" t'7 w, 2t4 1 VI

In "MI X1711 DX 117 Vti

mx 717'7 nxn zivi D713V ,ViinW

TrbV- 5iy; 1.-11x IN Pen 9.11.4.11% 04
I.II. 1.II a& .141

7. Songs

1. When a child in the class has a birthday, this song may be sung to
the well-known melody of "Happy Birthday To You."

(4) nnw rthin op
(4) ?mat ;73Z 1:i

(3 XIX ;7,3Z r12)

The birthday child responds:

(4) . . . (fly) T Int

2. rrsa rim MU 71/3 737
12 :7111 CI 131111t 112V

12. Music and Dance in Dvora Lapsor,, Folk Dances for Jewish Festivals (p. 34).
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3. ,ntri -tIno
dm ref; ;on
aim nn' run

13 .tvrn ,I)Dttn ri3'D2

OCCUPATIONS

lIzvn it/7 2172 7;b5

,nzvn e 22 nth
nri ;751W1

Introduction
In preparation for this lesson the children are asked to bring in pictures

showing men and women working at the various professions and occupations.

If the children have been working with puppets, they can dress some of

them to look like doctors, nurses, bakers, policemen, etc. In addition some

members of the class may volunteer to make models of a grocery store,

a butcher shop, a bakery, etc.

Suggested Procedure

1. Tire pictures representing the various occupations may be displayed

around the room. The models and puppets are easily accessible from

a display table or a it")".** nwn.

2. The simplest way to teach the new vocabulary is by pointing to the

picture or model and by using the familiar pattern:

?nil? ;IDIC
Amin nm

arm ton mn

1 This can be varied with:

Arrin urn

4. When the new vocabulary becomes familiar, the teacher may proceed

with:

.711173 fmt 1Y)

awn vn norri

.r1
13. M. Gorali and D. Sambursky. 'K I111yn1 1 MniV

?D1.1117;1 1611

Arm rat 15 ('X17) 11e11

(p. 116).
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This will review the vocabulary based on the family and reinforce the
use of

iipl 17m ,15tr
5. Expressions used in going to the doctor, dentist, etc.

? (1 71,i rno inn ;um it.*
atom; 'at (1 1n) Inn 'fl

Adaptations

.1311711 KM 7kt (n D717i) inn Int
.rin 111 y 7x

ZiDlItil ;21t

.339n nt
.szi

.wrin ;2X Inn km
.nnwn ton 71;

1D1

?inn ttln 70

?nznn ti':; ix5
.thzrs; 'at nznn tvn

To :!-..:::-.atizt this simple dialogue, use is made of the costumed
puppets and models of the various stores. If this isn't practical, two or
three children may sit up in front and pretend to be:
1011 4'1 111; ,13117/ tiDli in individual offices. The teacher then walks
toward each one, saying: (pvi Tny ,Dt .1127 liD11) 2.1m-in 5tt rdnn Int
She then calls on children, who in response to ? aznri ;ix) inn ;in.; 10
answer (PI 11W ,traw ler) Km 5/t (nDT2171) 1171;1 13kt.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

nsp in I'm kiDil
WO ;int titIV liDll

VII

arT 1-ny trim taro xon WM
?171; Mkt 7x5
11D1217i Mt 7ti7

...nt (rdn) inn litt
Supplementary

111 DtU 011r01
in nnn Tom

(ii-'Dm) 11zin "IDIt no"
inn
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Suggested Activities

1. One child is called on to name a profession or occupation. He then
calls on another child to make up a Hebrew sentence using that word:

-rn
11V ''v 11171

2. Game

This is a fonn of charades. A child is called on to act out one of the
occupations or professions. The rest of the class guesses who he is
supposed to be.

3. Poem
13'7 in 15
tvir

n'Arri rat p11.2 Int
?n51y lx mt mum

4. Songs

(1)
53y -nn2 taw

(7) n ?13J7 1131

(2) rrnay5 trri tip Alp

(2)
14 Alp 711 2-)11

(2)

14. Music and Dante in Corinne Chochem and Muriel Roth, Palestine Dances
(p. 56).

15. Music in Hannah Harris, et. al., Hebrew Kindergarten Manual (p. 44).
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Suggested Topics:

Second Year of Instruction

In the second year of foreign language instruction all the 'earnings developed

in the first year are maintained and extended. The teacher consciously in-

corporates previously learned vocabulary and language patterns in planning

the development of topics at higher levels.

The first part of the school year can be used profitably for review.

During the summer vacation, the children may have lost some of their

facility and confidence. The teacher takes the time to introduce them once

again to each other, to their school. The children are encouraged to converse

about themselves, their immediate environment and their families. By skill-

ful questioning and handling of dialogues, all the conversational patterns

learned during the first year once again become automatic.

It should be remembered, however, that even though the following

topics have been planned for the second year of language instruction, it is

important for the teacher to continue from the point at which she left

of in the first year. The topics have been planned sequentially and the

material carefully graded. It should be understood that the teacher may

not cover all the items in their entirety.

MY HOME

(Rooms, Furniture and Activities)

Introduction
This topic has almost infinite possibilities for developing dialogues based

on real situations which the children can understand and enjoy.

A doll house, toy furniture, toy telephones are practical props for this

series of lessons. Without them the teacher will have to resort to large, clear

pictures of a house, of the various rooms within a house, and of individual

pieces of furniture and equipment.

Suggested Procedure

1. In teaching the first section of the suggested vocabulary for this topic,

all the previously learned patterns are reviewed.
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.('171 ,lri) 11137 ;Uri

.('1D1 ,nriBens7 TM) 71:11M71 ;IT

.pit' Ian

.rpn3 rmfm ;lynx
?rip, 05v) ihti n' tam

.nDll wp '7V rinn ,1

2. When the children are familiar with the vocabulary and are reason-
ably fluent in using the old patterns, their may be taught:

3131M3 aitli

.nriminsi Tina 8311

.;1377i Tir73 virnn

??1312,2 lb

? 01111t7 11152 'b

? intrm 11113 'b

3. To review and extend the action series, a child is called on to say and

do the following:

.(7/2p) rip Int

.rii57 Tnt (rinhv lin, Mt

.-Nri 11 (nnp15) rip* .,im
.111 1r1tt 5w rrn nx ('1's) vs

.1171 p.m 12V man rix (n1rs6) 1'v IA

The more polite form of the imperative may also be used, e.g.:

.rnp5 rivp33
.m57 5ti ro55 ntvp3n
:ran 11 nnp5 rivpan

.-Til int: 77v 11',37i nti 1rs5 nvp3:2

4. With the same vocabulary, and the same series of actions, the chil-
dren are now ready to describe what their friends are doing and in this

way practice the third person singular of some commonly used verbs.
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!nip All : ;111n

IV 1314 : `TIT

V711 MY ;173 t111121 : ;lilt
zip MIT : i3111

!MINI 'I ;ill : niln
.M=271 ht tin lix : -rrl

?nwist tin nn APII21 : ;1116

.MI771 ''R tin xin :arep
! 1')1 rat np ;Tr : 71116

.1111 Mt TIPII2 Int : "ill
? Ill M13I WI ,1311121 : 71116

.111r1 rat npf, tun :Dv*,
urn ln MI : 711172
1112 inn 1314 : 'ill

? Tll 77T/71;' ilt ,IVIIP : r1116

.1112 1'Vi ton :nrir
!Im Tit on 121i "I All : min
.15tr tow; int I'm 'ix : 1111

?err ;ittny nt ,tirr, :;11172

.11222 attnn I21t limn ktin :101/1

When the teacher calls on a girl for this series, the rest of the class has

an opportunity to practice the feminine form of the verbs.

5. The teacher will now present the vocabulary based on the living room

and drill it with all the previously learned patterns. When the vocabulary
is familiar, the following new patterns are taught:
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.RD '217 nvil xin

.iirism rut trip xin

.illtgl 537 it &W' A t

4110111 XVI

.norin 17y :yr xin

.wrin int inxt rn

.1113D02 min xln
.(i7'T'*o: 811l26 Ion)



6. The children will enjoy dramatizing a telephone dialogue using

toy phones.
.15n :rim

?137rf ITJ .112r1 : OM

A= : awn
?Ime) torn 171251p.r; 5x nz512 71111 mut nx,-; .nvn ,n*w, arn
?prom torn ynimpn 5x nzt25 It2 inln DM Aital 3111 :7i=

.1125t2 1 inlb iz (nptmn)
iptvin am limn* .nitl arm

.prnn DM :;i7173

Adaptations

?nyn 3rWmpn ht nz512 (ran nx) risr) nnx ntia

?prom Dm 15ro ',Inn 5x xn5 (;sr) nx) nrs) mix Dxn

?rip 1;771 rynn 5x x135 (T rs) rim) nr) mix Dm
...77 15 vim atm

ilb
Tv' rizn

znpn

9

7. To present the vocabulary based on the dining room, the teacher will

have available all that she would need to set a table. Once again the

new words are drilled with the familiar patterns.

?iri5ron rim
.irenori run

? TINT rm

.013 Mt

?intnon 517 111112173 ;Piz

.7n5ron 537 maim nrthro

?rwir; smx nt
.713212 nbTin

8. The teacher then proceeds to set the table and says:

.7n5trn nx (n.ft.rnz 1-ny 'ix
.7n5ron '217 rib? fl nx (;Iiro) aro nx

.cipt t2Z 11 ;217 hre23 (;1m) rim 1m

.11n1 In pzo (lTiV) OW 1.314
.5xtro -an 1517i (;1tro) aro 1314

.mpt) 5z 11 517 olz (;1?iro) aro 13x

.7n5571 5y imol ,5e2D M7Z 1:11 (my) nu '31i
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The children arc asked to pretend they are setting a table too, and
repeat each action after the teacher.

9. One of the children is now called on to set the table and the class
describes what she does.

.irfmn riti nrny xn;
:Inpwn 517 nDn nnr; Kr;

10. Later the child who is setting the table may ask:

?orri1,1 ;my 13x nn

First the class in chorus and then individual children answer:

.7n5rtin nx (nn-1y rim) "ray mix
.irilmn 537 ;inn nx (:1nr 1) Dv arm

11. The following dialogue may now be memorized.

!in'7vn 51i In ,mrn Dr13D !"1rin : ntin
.7W] 2311 )3K .2113 : DIM

.-ixn nz, 'sax al : mn
.niply 175o1 nrinn CD17 FiN1 : nxn

Anti ,Ilit 1:11110 : mn
.n 127N; nti 15 nn5 nwpan ,ornD

!romn n711,. n7.3 MP= : MUD

Adaptations

? 712311 11K Mtn ? zri nrix min
.-inron rat '7 nn5 nwpm

12. In the fourth section of the vocabulary, there are grouped together the

words related to the rest of the house, e.g., the kitchen, bedroom and
bathroom. These were kept to a minimum because of the number of
new words already presented in this topic.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

11 ' 2 'il
n:iv n'tn nann -rrn

;ism nri rinDynn Trn la
noon 'pnx -rrn 712111i

"vs ;Ts
.n-psn ;inn 13x
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a454 
dLadta 

(t) 

ref.ctd CC! ICED 

Alitquaulaiddns Cc) 

QM: amt. ClAULI 

LULL CALL W4CCIALf 

a4LL xt.U. area 
UCaltif ULL LIaltit LILA. Milli; 

(z) 

eILTXCLi. 

EEL CiX; 

CIL Aria 

21: aLL (aLcu) MX :MAW: 

CZ-ALT eLCL 

c6 C141.1 

(214: Qat! 

=At CLO 

CILIZL XCLL (4X aug..)- 

*TX' LIK1 CILIL 44ar 
LINZ XIX LLXL LLILl AACLF X4 udi4:34 

RC4C (LUX CfCACL:) CCI4EdAir 

um ova (ua arra° aara: 
um mud (u =au) 4.14 
uut dux Cu* duattO 

LfAX maLu 

xiaL aaLlz cletacu 

caw 
acrut. 

LULL =MA 

uat al.zur raziati: 

uut W L CRIPLL- 

Lirdi QE4 

CIL: XL! LLXIN. 

WI NM; LEM: 

CZU LfAX 6.c= z 

au LW »LeXi. 



Seggesied Activities

1. If a doll house and toy equipment are available, the teacher may give
directions and have the children arrange the furniture and equipment
accordingly. This can be varied by having a child give the directions.

.1.i3D on nth Rom rgt (talro tow
:ems 'a; ;rrsinn 21X MO MD

2. Pantomine. One child pretends to sew or to read, etc. The teacher asks,
?tivib rim nb and the class or a child answers:

.('1:3I jump) Amin atm
*..

3. The teacher may prepare rexographed sheets containing an outline of

a house and pictures of other objects relating to tile home. She then
proceeds with:

armn 31.1 rtt n»cs 1373I
47107 rot hip: wax

4. Using the doll house or pictures the teacher asks:

trim, -rtn2 (,1gn nit) Mtn mut ;in.

One child answers: Am (,7m) ;5K11 nat.

Another continues: A7301 KW ( M) ;TKI'l 1.1K.

5. Games

a. One child says: nt3-13"1 V 1771n ntr. Another asks:

HT:ITM3 TIT atiti. If the answer is, 111M3 ;TT ,7),

the questions are continued until the object is identified.

.145

miriri ITT ,p
VTIp73;1 ;IT DWI

?-113rin ;IT DWI

b. ter IK p. The teacher makes a statement about anything in the house,

rooms, ete. and the children have to tell whether the statement is
K1, IK 73.

c. Children write their telephone numbers on a piece of paper and throw
them in a box. One child picks a number and telephones, using the

toy telephones. The two children then proceed with their memorized
dialogues, or adaptations of them.
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6. Songs (l)
:Ural Am.

(2) Arm #71121V

mnrot Arth
16 .51/2 55551D

(.4

VA, ln rt 'xi pit tat
?nit 721 gtrale7 nit tan

17 (4) ?121Wit ;111tIlt :1=3; it7 1:1K1

MY TOYS

(Games, Parts of the Body, Clothing)

Introdection
This topic is divided into three sections. The first deals with toys and

games, the second with parts of the body and the third with clothing.

For the presentation of the new vocabulary, the teacher will have avail-

able the toys mentioned in the vocabulary (or pictures representing them)

as well as puppets and dressed dolls.

Suggested Procedure

1. The vocabulary listed under rinnxn is presented and practiced by

means of all the previously learned questions or commands and

responses.
.(11717) 770 ;1113;1 rut 15 (')r 2) ;am

:ft n213,1 niti

15Tu n2rNI

zrinn rint

?trIZIX vr DWI

.M"3b11t 15 VP

? (15717) T Iron Naz nn

.D1IX 151V von

.;1:171I 1577 ;1:113 ti 1377

? 15T/2 ;1213;1 am rsz

16. Music and Dance in Corinne Chochem and Muriel Ruth, Palestine Dances

(p. 13)
17. Music in Harry Coopersmith, Songs of Zion (p. 119).
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CL xr4 IILUE (IILUCLI) 41.CLI7 44 mar42' 
uxa zaru muc (Kr Naga) ;Lac tie, marcAa i. 

cti lug, lux ()Kum) ;dat.i L% uucc 
uxa xiru xcuc (xLi IlLucu) 4datA 6; uuc; & 

c!' xr4 xtuc (xumir) ;tag =la: 
uma mzu Rum Nu xtucir) ;cud im..tc.i. 

!ma xtz xtura xt.: LICLEL: actl.i. 

:ma mu GLI.. OW CLI.64) 4mu4 ccuL i. 

C!' xr4 IILL:CLI MI L;C:CL: mcie 

ca' xr4 w..6 (c.u.61.0 ;mud raw 

xr4 4u,6 (4u.60 ;dm/ 154 ucc 
uxa ma: 4u..1 (xir CtL6tz) 44aut 4e, uc; z 

xr4 4u.,6 (cu.6u) ;Lac 64 mar44a 

uxa xiru cu.6 (xtz w...itz) i.L,CLC .4 xcarai. 

:oi sprat s!iii, -g 

xr4 mud (=du) raw 
au mu azu Nu 6=0 ca.u.i. 

xr4 (ACC (1.tcru) 64 =44a' 
au lulu am! Nu &au) r.xcatva i. 

Xrc dta4 (dtaxu) 4 !ice,' 

QL: XUU .1= Nu 6taiu) cur4i. 

xr4 azau4 (=du) unuta 
au mu 6tau Nu &au) cr.fauc4a i. 

-pmponu! 
an suo9sanb Aim cApApzu pm aq ur3 kuincraco. mou pm uatim -z 

airs (cturu) 4L xtz ur.Atio 

r.rdzir LIE (urc) 44 xtr L.T4ct 

xr4 1.,141. (m4cu) x4 :up ext4 cad. (cad.u) au: 
41. (c4) xc. u4w Ltd. (d.4) clu 

al 44 XL:al: WUXI' 

CM: CALM IA cl."C 



4. The pattern It 5v is taught and drilled with the new words.

? NMI 1p '7w
.D =';b 4.;2? ;121111

? 113317i In 'm
.itn, 5r, lizzi;

?-lron In tr,
.man 5ro in=

5_ The following dialogue may be. presented for memorization:

amm 5x5inlx n5-rn 51,4 ppm : nitri
_am An5r, : 171111

? Tittl; ;ID . . . 'DIM ,1315V : a" T7

:ma 5,71 : Ir1p3
?eta? rmr; ;int : WM

.11ril 111711X rat thrnb Xn7 .17113232 ICII : 1.771t

? PI7V7I7 ran Ma nb: : am
mrriu privh nxn nkt : lz-rin

.1113: DM
1721111 R11 : Irrin

Adaptations
7TrTr! ;in

6. To present the vocabulary on Imr; 1175n the tmeher will use a dull.
When some of the words have been mastered, they may be used in

this way:

!nlim 517 Dm

.053TX 1; UM OM ow vx
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aften)35 wers (f rbv) Dv nit

At?* DrP (flbID) tur nat

.15sti* rrxr or gom ov nx

.nba5 rim, 11 moo Dv nit

.wx-In '73; nn-) (vn;) nv nit

illbil Pit (nflun) 111110 nit

.tprInt :ix (211210) 111D nit

7. Now that the children know the Hebrew equivalents for the parts
of the body, they are ready to talk about their morning activities.

rim ( y rut) nzny nroc ;lb
.r.IW Mt = (;Ibp) np 1114

.1313b7 ilit (nrrr) pmt 'nit
.trrn rut (=n11) pmt Int
.nliva nit op1t9 np2/1 'lit

.(nvriznin) 1 m 511t4 131i

:VIM Mt (merit) pill> Imt

8. With the new vocabulary the children can even discuss their pains
and aches in Hebrew. The teacher performs a little scene with one of

the puppets who is acting very distressed.

3117 bltlb ;lb :;1116
.' 210b 11111 :nal:

She then asks the class ? n5 nanz m and elicits ;15 nmz mAn.

Adaptations

.15 MOD vntin

.2e7 :KID two
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9. By this time, even taking attendance affords an opportunity for a
lively dialogue.

?Dm ion : ;Mb
.10r1 T11X1 : 151

?PM" ion yrta rnin
iffin xi I : 4751

nr* rnm
.15 :am Iran : 1121

152T1 : nano

10. To teach the vocabulary based on clothing, Dyn2, the teacher holds

up a doll and says:
?ono nvra* 1b .irem

elm ,11271111 111172117 ittn

To teach man and ;rim she points to a girl who happens
to be wearing a skirt and blouse. For the boys' clothing, she uses
the boys themselves as models. She also describes her own clothing,

thus introducing:
ma* Vit

.1315sti1 Vrti tam ,pnio ,513b ,n5ow

11. Special attention should now be given to the position of adjectives in
Hebrew since this is one of the structural patterns which is different

from the English.

?warm am= tr215
.irenDx atm= =5 pun

?n:o5 n2no v115
41215 11321Z 112215 1741

?n5ino ;law vm*
.;-,51no natiy tr115 MUD

? nmns ninm W' um
.nninx ;egg/ t5 w'

?nrnnw ot5yi tpt

.nrnnro nt5y1 15 tr

12. To practice may for "putting on" clothes, the teacher pretends to dress

for leaving and says: .orna 5,1771 (11V2215) V2215 )3X. The children then

take turns dressing up and describing their actions in Hebrew. The expres-

sion (ritnilD) taro lilt, is taught in the same manner.
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Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speerin

13 lyisys
52n 1112 ;13.12

715n ravvvit

trpv5n» 11221

? ... 2 rimy mum nn

.rnmit 5y (inDr) 3311 nit
:11132 (npnvb) pnwn lax

.(npv5nn) pl5nn nit

?...'? (n3mit nx) nrnit nnx nxn

.. .5 (11nix) nmat nit

?'131 ,DIVIDIX 57 21315 ,11732 priv (nIrrr) rn' nnx nxn

.137 ,n13D1x 21315 ;Inn Priv") (117111) 9111 nit

ill's" IpT2n

511 rit rim

II 1:1'27 tilt
71tr5 DIM 91t

723K 17W Inn
I:11212 nn5 Trm

!7517735 on,
!non5 trIl

./1151tm 11 ;nnvi 11
21p33 cnym nroly 'ax Tit

?"imn wily 11X) ;7my ;rat ;It
?V ;It

2(15) 15 nitn nn
.anD« rat (? nnii) mu) nit
Anwn nx (rim) npb lax

.13irni rat (zIpmo) pill) nit
?(115) 15 2X13 m

.05) 15 nitiz (7rm) rim
.15 2812 (ilivi) vim

D 1 br / 2

1:21311 rnDoz 7213 ;75»m

n15171 51y» nalriz ns5irt

;man I31032» ;;2137 mart
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(4) Supplementary

am 51;» 1117x 1D1D pmno

tnan -nripz "wiz Tr)

717 113 tml nnton 31 it m5

tr572D
nsinn

DAD

mum
prni UZDV

Suggested Activities

1. The children may be encouraged to perform, with their puppets, previ-

ously learned dialogues, improvised dialogues or playlets which they

have made up themselves.

2. A child is called on to select a toy from the teacher's collection and talk

about it to the class.
.nDI x.n .n5nz 15w ;man ow

.15tv nwn rm rim% Int

3. The attention of the class is directed once again to the pictures represent-

ing the members of the family. Individual children are called on to

describe what each member of the family is wearing.

4. The teacher describes a child and the class tries to guess who it is.

,rn5ro wry, mn nytv 15 Tr :pp Yr am
alzrrx ;13w ,;.3 nmnz ,IPMDK 1310,3= mm* mn

? tilri In

5. One child is called on to describe another member of the class and the

others try to guess who it is.

6. Games

a. 'lbw pp m. This is the Hebrew variation of "Simon Says."

Zeri 537 1:1111 :wit* ppm
.13152-; svt DID
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b. The teacher starts with: Jump wl lw ;rnttn.

A child continues: 01032bl 1111312 VP 157, ;Tata.

Each child adds an article of clothing to the previous list.

7. Poems

(2)

711 -my irirr kr2

zrvp ;ID "pa
arm riwyb

(011112 .14)

(p5102 .3 .ft)

(1)

:Iry ,"13-13
.rn rf237 mint Ili

? n537735 It

?ntm5 '7
Put pi

.r mm Int

unv ,13'3W

Almon
rum r

.nvyrn

The children provide the sound effects for Donnie's cold:

(3)

(Ha-choo) :pun '31
(Ooh) .15 2X12 5271

(Clear throat.) .11112 15 3X11

(Click tongue.) .7111)52 15 2K12

(Sniff, sniff.) .9»;-, iD 15 5n2

(Cough, cough.) .;nrob 13-11

8. Song

zriv rhtr, vmr, 372125

.('5W) 37:1175 num tv5tv

nirD vhtv 1/7 1'71- X515

18.,5r ynizn m nvi t6

18. On record, Purim Holiday Music Box, Ktav Publishing.
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FOODS AND MEALS

Introduction

The children are always delighted with the lessons on foods. A great many

words are listed in the vocabulary but the teacher is again reminded not to

attempt too much during any one lesson. One way of organizing this topic

is to break it down into five parts and present separately and consecutively

:essons on fruits, vegetables, breakfast, lunch and dinner. The teacher will
Et prepared with as many of the following as possible:

A basket of artificial fruits
Pictures of foods
Felt cut-outs of foods
Real food
Table settings

In advance of these lessons, the children may be asked to start a scrap-
book with pages devoted to pictures of fruits and vegetables and to Factures

of foods usually included in breakfast, lunch and dinner menus.

Suggested Procedure

1. The children are asked to arrange on their desks their pictures of fruits.

The teacher begins by saying:
2;1311 iris Int,

She repeats the question several times until someone in the class under-

stands and answers:
;on sii, TO

This leads to:
? ilun 215ie, znix ;In* am

?Minn 723 ;lb

The Hebrew equivalents of orange, peach and pear can be presented
in the same manner.

2. The Hebrew names of the rest of the fruits are taught by direct associa-
tion with the pictures or objects and are used with all the previously

learned patterns.

4/1T * (nn) In
4=7 ei (n2m2) rn2 ntt

xvibri PM ('lDD) IVO
mIpimtn rut (r)7ma ntt
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? (i) Z`? otn-m
.trinDn nv 7'

?5Da own nag nttn ;nu nti
.ram ni. .man 5o1 (;ire:')) nxn nx

.7rfmn 57; m17;1 nx ('b'W)

.7n5rn 537 777An nx (z w) nit?

3. The question; ? nsr, nrgt ,`in helps reinforce the new vocabulary.

?pamx 1x ?Mil ATM 11X) Mtn nrat

.pryux (,311) Trill '311t

4. To introduce the verb 52X the teacher pretends to eat a piece of fruit

and xis:

.man offizut yix

This leads to:

? (remit) 521x '314

(n5mx nx) 17DIti rinzi ;In

.ptrzx 005ZIK
"415) 15 W' palm nrx

.310 1701M7

.1213ro po1DX71

.772 pzmxn
.prr ptrIDICT

.5V2 x17 paimin

5. For the lessons on vegetables, the teacher starts by pretending to pre-

pare a salad. On the table there are either real vegetables, artificial

ones or pictures. After having taught the word ny'r, the teacher pro-

ceeds in this way:
.u5o (nrzn) itzn

.thou 5,2w2 mil 15 (nn)

As each child gives her an appropriate vegetable, she continues:

.('150 4iDem ;on ;Ion ,5312 7173) 7,3317 (nnp17) np* ,11,t .nai

The names of the vegetables are then taught and prgcticed with these

questions and commands:

?Fir nn

.135 13n p5 7n
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.1-7 T11* =PM

? .. n YU nti
?...(n2nut nx) ms-nx nnx am

? .. 2.11X 'b

?Orr" nx) n3r) ;nor nn
? 5T22 71T DIM

? Wpr3 NT MN

? (75 ) 15 VI . ran

6. Before starting the lessons on meals, the children arc asked to bring in

pictures of what they usually have for breakfast, lunch and dinner. The

teacher looks at one child's breakfast pictures and says:

.25M ;7312 ,1:1111Drrrt :11531X ann "wn =nix',
?Dvin ribix nn

All the breakfast foods are soon learned in this way. Following are key

questions and some answers which may be used to drill the vocabulary.

?-ipm rIrrsix5 (nm( nx) 'nut nnx nn
.mien nr-2 ,DInnn-rb qn5mx) 521x nx

? 'pm (n5mx nx) zlx nnx ;in
Amin nra (n)5mx "ix 1pn

1933 only nx) ;um nnx ;723
.ixpp (1111V2) rum 'ix

? ip nr11te7 dm -fro nxn 5mx 71b
spann51 wyn Inv, 'nut xin

?")932 (1 iv) 15W man mu:, n73
.25n= nDp nrnr xin

elm nrnix5 (lbw) 15rti Dm n5mx nb
.nn nnrzn ;Pin* 111711N x'n

? nn (nnnt; xis) MW ;um D1
.m7n (nnvv) nrnro 'ix ,x'

7. The following dialogue may be memorized and dramatized.

AM MO ip :131kil
? 2171 ;111K MO r11111 ,2113 1171: ram

.'fl it 3171 '1K ,Ittlt ,72 :inn
?ipzn 72;7 nin nnx nn : own
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.351 all nr2 ,nlicre, ,irnDn-rb 15 yin arm :prim
.2711 vivi ;ID3 Anon', ,amon-rb ran .31T3 : DM

.XDX n131 irTal : 71*1

8. It may be pointed out at this time that the Israeli breakfast is different
from the Amen= one. It frequently consists of juice, a soft white
cheese similar to our cottage cheese, a salad of cucumbers and tomatoes,
bread and coffee.

9. The names of the foods usually eaten at lunch are introduced in the
same way.

? rp-ran nrrrot5 (thzut nit) 5312 nnx nn
.25m hm; "rmo .p.in 0.05n12 tat

10. The following dialogue is suitable for memorization and dramatization.
Two children have just come into the house, hungry for lunch.

.ttnit Afro : tile?

.31D 5b-137 min %Ix .anit .tsi5v :int,
.7117101 pin Ed, 111113 Inn 7n5va 5zt 1:1v .p-in r : Itnti

.1V3K ,717111 :Plitil 1725

(Trittin ';37 ztui IIK =V $120
1;1111TIN illTi7 Tr Tib1 : nit5

? /WV 1X nrat Ann cm nn : ittx
.nwp33 AVID : 11412

..*131/71 grily :inuri
.1:07 771;7 : XtIK

attat ,131 iTT111 :731211 ;7;e7

11. After the names of the dinner foods have been taught, the dialogues
can be adapted to include them.

12. As another exercise in comprehension, the teacher reads the following
paragraph to the class and has the children answer orally the prztions
based on it.

.31mn nriritt nit nrillt mix .irfmn- 11 5; 13w1' nnDwin 'n ,ww mwn
raw w' ;minx 11317 .135o, nnit-lniDn ,115x 1= ,n1113131-rt U"
.nix On-110 7251 nuti .11T17/ lisp ;5111117 21n1 rill ;721127 232 .151piv

mito 21; nniu rat?
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1I

? 7171771 :ID (1)

?.11/111Kr11 I1K 7' /D (2)

? DI511K 1371 71/3 (3)

1;131111141 Mtn 711:1 (4)

?WM nrnw 71/3 (5)

? MK 11111177 ;; (6)

Merl T31111 131111ri 1173 (7)

Related Vocabulary asd Patteras of Speech

rrnnx 1313.37 alma 7,132

vito ran MK mi
5rm Trro prmx

121:11

non
ril5mx

?(n5ztx mo 5Dut nnx riti
(n)52ix nx

p5o
D7311

MD MD
mt, x5 r*.o

mem 5a

?(nar) rix) ;in, ;um ;In
(11rn) nrn nx

aln)

DID

? (nripf, nx) npf2 nrat To

? (711r1 I1K) 3Y1 7111K DIM

.(7)271 13K

? (5K! Illt) KDX MIX DWI
.01)1vn %Ix

.(nnp15 xvi) ripi5 ma
4nm° 7nto rpm 1311K

.(71I111/2 ton) ;Inv; win
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Ermsn mix
-61p»7 nit; 51131 On? rv3

11'51 1113r ;1111111t Mb ;UM
irT720

am 1Z1,21
(Wit) !Pb l I1K

2elyn minx
12125 %nem 05D 1771-1112 171

1311113 rir'mvx rya rpplap 1*.51 evra

rIP.13137 rb B1 Iriva

(6) Supplementary
.1111 Aim AMMO ;MY

(4)

(5)

Suggested Activities

1. Four children are called on to sit around a table and pretend they arc

mother, father and two children ready for dinner. On the table there

are various foods and the children ask for what they want. The conver-

sation is an adaptation of the learned dialogues.

2. The artificial foods or pictures of foods are on the teacher's desk. In

front of the room there is a table set with tablecloth, etc. The teacher

calls on various children to put certain foods on the table.

.pfmn 53; 13115 1W127 ,7111X

mengrt trmon ;11e7V ,ZitT

3. A child is called on to pick up a fruit or vegetable and talk about it.

01 lit mon .mon ,'TT
.monn rit (n) at Nix

4. The children are asked to pick up one of the picture menus of either

breakfast, lunch or dinner and explain it in Hebrew.

.02177 11371 nrnix
fr mtnrc2 or, ,n513 (r ix 'at

5. The pictures of the foods and meals are scrambled upside down on the

table. A child is called on to choose a picture. He then names the food

or describes the action on the picture.
r



6. The teacher or leader asks children to pick fruits from the basket. When

the basket is empty, the leader says:

-atm w' vs,

The child who has it, answers:
.nitn "2

.503 Morin nit (nbt* try vat

7. The table is set with empty dinner plates. The children are called upon

to choose various foods from the pictures on the table and fill their

dinner plates, explaining in Hebrew just what they are doing.

8. Games

a. All the children stand. The teacher or leader holds up the picture

of a food and says: MX ra.

If the statement is true, the children raise their hands. If it is false,

they don't move. If a child raises his hand at the wrong time, he is

out of the game and sits down.

b. One child is chosen as leader. He has in front of him samples or

pictures of foods. The rest of the children raise their hands one at

a time and reuuest some food by saying, D1112 (r131-1) ;Tr, '3K. The

leader presents the proper food, saying, .tin' (15) 15 nm. The con-

versation continues with 127 115 537 ;min. If the leader mimes, the

child whose question caused him to miss, takes over as leader.

c. One child is chosen to hide some food in back of him. The rest of

the class tries to identify the food from the hints given.

sin 1s-1 117
nip 171 '' Yr

sins eisl
'22Kit um tr

9. Poem

(Pulpit)

,fin'
.a11' 110573
,prr poem

mem
,in' )MD573

ps
13172 112 rim nm

511 15n riD012,3

Ircb ybp tom
I'm ply', liDeni

an l7'2 TX unit nip
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10. Songs

,111.51;1 1N13 AKI1

,r111D1 ,1111112

19 .11iD 1212 MX 12X

('f2 rely)

1111 ,1111 ,M1 ,M1

;MD11 77Di 'run 122

1511 mxlb '2D3

19 .r11D/1111 '2Di

GOING MARKETING

Introduction

(1)

(2)

In addition to the pictures of foods, the teacher will need American and
Israeli coins and paper ma ley. When the question arises, she is prepared to
explain as simply as possible the Israeli monetary system and compare it
with ours. She may also take this opportunity to explain the European kilo
and to describe typical Israeli rarket scenes.

Suggested Procedure

1. In the following dialogue a mother asks her daughter to go to the store
for her. She tells her what to buy, gives her a bill and warns her to be
careful with the change.

? 1512W2 P1r0;1 int 11D52 /Ir.) nx nxn : kintt

,'X113

?/1D1111 nx nn

.111123 Ti9T1 CIM1D21 151P '3V ,131313 1011/1 : littt

?inn 11T

.13111,1-1 ;inn ;on th ;1z*: tox

.rnn %IR 12812 ,intni, ;Irma

19. Music in Hannah Harris, et. al., Hebrew Kindergarten Manual (p. 39).
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Adaptations

?nunn 5x n255 (1m, nx) ;an mar am
?r1172b7I nun 5x rIDY7 (1rsn nx) ran nnti

? nviton 5x nD52 (1rm nx) an, ;nit run
? T''DKfl 5x nD55 (1rn nx) mix am

? nnp-mn rp3 7K ro55 (7r, nx) nni nnx atm

.an5

senn nvsx ;;Dnx
aim nw3n nix's? thv nznx lax

2. In the following dialogue the housewife, who is marketing, speaks to the
fruit merchant, examines the fruit, compares prices, makes a selection
aid pays for the merchandise.

.1211x ,D117W : 111 11131

.11121 ,1:115W : num
?arm 1:1"10 rirm 1' rim : 111 .11131

.rprxiya al331311 Olcatt ,rriponox ,iz : 12131171

?frpolDtri al5137 naD : 1l 11111

jrpn alux alynx : uurin
?nnaxm .51T3 1T : 111 rvnl

.11131 i1laK 1311/JW : 1313ri1

.13101X 'irat 1571 alponDx 151p 13VJ 15 in ani .1P113 TIT : 111 II131

?rinni : 1313rI71

?ribD 12Z71-103 m : nu rilnl
.rirrux 1r5 : 1313Ti1

.lWI'' wan run : 111 rrna
.9-ny1 i17 ;an ,F121 ;rim :

3. Now is the time to teach how to count by tens to one hundred. When
this has been mastered, the rest of the numerals can be taught, from
1-100.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

;T111X mrixa ply
n511 unri (r1a151p) 15,p

qtn ;Dm
mr5 nun
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When counting, the feminine form

ever, where a number is used with

5nn nr
"rnrn5

...11x5 x5
rimy

nn5rr nynn
nrr5 wnn
D30 CIV/117

71111K MIMI

Suggested Activities

131-0737

(MIX) If litl M1111231

(a I1V) owl any37
(wM) nv5071 wiry

(yrni) npixi nnroy
( 721) :WW1 Clv1Z7

(we) 7rom trim
(St2V4 773731:71 1715137737

(nrnrc) nil= nruny
(37t7n) nyran nn1v37

of the number is usually used. How-

a noun, it must agree in gender.

Ol0I13t 1110 1113 nnx Mi

(Tin!) ins vix
?itrin n5I37 MD

? rfny nr 'MD
ipr2 Nt

12113 nr

Tan-l03
VTly nn

1. A store is set up in front of the classroom. All the foods are displayed.

One child is chosen to be storekeeper. As each customer comes in, he

converses with the storekeeper, selects some foods, pays and leaves.

2. The children order groceries by telephone.

3. (flame

One child starts by saying,
Another child continues,

.nr15 n13p5 piwn 5x (rthr) 151n ,Ix

.nxnm nn5 nip 5 prim 5x (nz511) 751n Ism

The aim is to repeat as long a list as possible.

4. Songs
(1)

plwn 5x nxy ,nit
.rmw ,:is niap5
min in nay lnx



.1131 'y me=
?na

rim ,a12-1 ,173 ,nbp
20 .n3v TI3D5

(915im .2 .n)

1:11D2 rot :157i 151n nnx I :151n
?15v; stn xs C ?I5v, = 1Clit

,TO 1:11D2 in nrix
,517; Int 2n nInn

(3) 31D '7171 ;1:11317 : 3tiri (3) MU 151 Minn 7x : min
21 *fn 151 ! 15W in 151

(cimv .5)

(3)
.13w1nn Ks) -ma nu 13 D

Mt DID xin ;r1n2 ,xs, unnz mot ram
(2) 5 5 3 3 int? ,17

22 .N2 ;n51 nin

GOING TO A RESTAURANT

Introduction

(2)

For these :e;sons, the teacher will need Hebrew menus, pictures of foods,
and a table and two chairs set up as though they were part of a restaurant.

Suggested Procedure

1. The stage is set for a scene in a restaurant. The teacher pretends to be a
waiter. A youngster volunteers to be the hungry client. The following
dialogue is developed.

.trionn .121Tm ,1215r; : 11573n
.nwp3n, ,pown 51nnb .nmn era ?rat

1TIM : 13177371

antmi :112 irtx
?Inperm .121Tx ,TX73 21t, 13*711

21. M. Gorali and D. Sambursky. Zt 111211361 131111 (p. 107).
22. Music and Dance in Katya Delakova and Fred Berk, Dances of Palestine (p. 26).
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.05b1 1I1DX MIX 1111D11 : 111 711X

?nInv/5 ;an ram rsto : 13t5z1
;from ;Iwo nDp :111 nu

?;131111X :301 : 1Ib1
.rponit :711 rut

?5nn ns : 127b1
.nvpnn ,inwrin 11X '95 711 22D17 ;IT ilD :112 71131t

2. After having learned the simple dialogue, the children try the following
more difficult one.

-t'-m1 7 nx 15 71715 ii7p23 :1117 711X
.1.211nt ,n3n : 1f2/Yil

?Ill-ID t:15t) 1X pig x1311 MIX 1:11in

.nwpnn ,nrm o5D :,15 rut
?in limn .1311X 21U : -limn

?nrix nt 74 -mn rnsIsp
.riX6X :1* 711X

z,p 1151 ut ntrn 1153 : 1m573n

.5p 1153 :'17 rut
?;71111X 1X 111 : 137/i71

.rarat 'men inn 'MUM : 1117 7111
? rpunx 1m 23,119 ; mront n365 71311 .nnx 71/3 : 1357371

.131119 1311 13X :1* 711X

? my n7i1 .1311X ,21t, : 1X5Vil

.nropnn ,pnwnn nx 15 in .5m ni. :115 rat
.iinvrin nri : 137/n

3. The teacher reads the following story to the class. She then asks ques-
tions based on the story and the children answer in complete Hebrew
sentences. This is an exercise in listening comprehension as well as in
speaking.

:onmt nyzont VII .13np mrstonn 5=5 nn511 115 nnorns .21373 Tirml 131'
.V;rin 21l rem II ',sr olovil on 415731n nnm twr inn ,115 11121 ,1112 711X

.nnratn nx imro 115 irrx .1315m3 min In .tr-IDnn rat towi 1157371

Arrt 5nut 115 rut .nrat IrnDni 1153 -pa ivn ,pin ;1 1i 115 !nal
nrriv, 115 nix .7131DX1 nip11 p-oi Ally "Ira, ,r1I3Zly-r173 onn n5nni rit315
44$5b15i hat' t,Inwn nix iIntb t15 rat .inn nn nsl, 115 ninm ',Inv nDp
nisi 5Inwn rilniDn rally ,117 7111 17131//2 151p1v) nxip 135/3n KIn73 nnintt 13715

!nbt70 nmitt .131151n 5Inwn n,unm ,115

.nnin npzyn. 15 77113 )15 into iinonn nx tonn "1573n
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rim= ar nini )

n!1V21 =hi 145 (2 )

2115 nnrams tivix rinD (3 )
Vin DV ;ID )

?nn DV nn )

1120 11N 112:17 'b (6 )
? 115 r1131 ,i311 FM ii )

? Ira: nri Fin )

2;17nm lor ann mi )
21x5th 115 pix (10)

4. When the teacher is confident that the children understand and pro-
nounce accurately most of the restaurant and food vocabulary, she may
write on the board a typical Israeli menu. Only the familiar vocabulary
should be included. The teacher will pronounce each word on the menu,
have the children imitate and repeat and guard against having the
printed word affect adversely the quality of the pronunciation.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

;1311T1K ;Dt MTV

novr lfn 13c71 n1p11

59 'fn pawn nrm ti5o
rinvx1 7116 11711 ti5ti

W11

?rrintth (311 nx) run mat rib
nwpn ,117 wan

;mini rat lIttt nT
;161370 7IM1K

1102 ttin pnronn
ntrIp3m Amite? 711571

;1310 npiyn

Suggested Activities

1. Have children make up their own Hebrew menus.

2. Distribute some menus and have children order a meal.

3. As two children act out a scene in pantomime, other children tell in
Hebrew what is happening.

any= 5x 0353 17'x 1

4re7m 1' 517 :yr win
nx xnt
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4. Songs

pm Tn nap ,nttp
;TM M MI ,TbVi

.1n5 rnara5 =5.1 -;11,1
bon :3t2 vou fl

,5nm -ma my
nr,T.t. i'':t'i't' ntr92 ,5.3r.,

0:02:7:7)

arnzx ,rinnit
orm 53; len rr. 5p ke,

511 Rin rum 5Y
24.22r2 Ea ,V2i171 nx

(o2 .v;)

(2)

23. Music in Harry Coopersmith, Songs We Sing (p. 113).
24. Music in M. Gorali and D. Sambursky, it =vim arra MD (p. 91).
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Suggested Topics:

Third Year of Instruction

In the third year of fore;ge. !anguage instruction all the learnings developed

in the first and second year are maintained and extended. The teacher

consciously incorporates previously learned vocabulary and language pat-

terns in the development of topics at higher levels.

The first part of the school year can be used profitably for review. Dur-

ing the summer vacation, the children may have lost some of their facility

and confidence. The teacher takes the time to introduce them once again

to each other, to their room and to their school. The children are encouraged

to converse about themselves, their immediate environment and their fami-

lies. By skillful questioning and handling of dialogues, all the conversational

patterns learned during the first and second year once again become auto-

matic.
It should be remembered, however, that even though the following

topics have been planned for the third year of instruction, it is important

for the teacher to continue from the point at which she left off in the second

year. The topics have been planned sequentially and the material carefully

graded.

STREETS AND BUILDINGS

Introduction

In preparation for this series of lessons the teacher selects a large picture of

a scene in an American city and of a scene in an Israeli city.

Suggested Procedure

1. The teacher calls attention to the large picture of the city and starts by

saying:
Mm p11'-1'i .1,37 run

Then in response to
?m,..117.-ara nv 71t
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the children name several cities. Similarly, in response r

? "rtY 50 Dv nt

one or two Israeli cities arc mentioned. The teacher then points to a

little girl in the picture, and elicits the following responses:

?allb rim .1.52 ann ar-In ran :
:1192 1:11173 : 171

The teacher then points to a boy standing next to the little girl.

? ant 22v TIM
.1ry2 ann : 151

The teacher then points to a woman standing with the children.

? 51-./ oxn nmvx : ;Mb

.11y2 D'1? 5v ax : 151

?ri5v DIM ;1,V MCI ,Drlb ;int : 71116

:117.1 n5v ;um ri5r; mci Ann .*1

2. The following dialogue is now taught.
-MT! 1335V : nor
.lor En 5v : mn

?rin51n nx Tx5 :nor
.1n751p;-; 5x n151n : mn

.y135Ipn 5x 1517 Da :nor

nx 130 Inx ,101371

.1311K 1110 1.111i ! p73 : mn

:PCZY 12111 prr ran ,1K :101,

Adaptations

76

,310

:man rm.. 5x (r 1) 151n 13x

.ri5Dba 5x
.111D071 5x

.rinpinn rpm. 5x
nun 5x

rxtaibn 5x

The following monologue serves as a pleasant variation:
.113i3 13x

.nrrnnn 53; glz5lro 15in 13x
.navn (wpm) .Tnly 13x

.1:1111( 11X;1111 (7101) ;OM lltt



.p17, "IMI "TM An Dflt) n= %Ix
.311T1; /IX (elms) nay 12(

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

OYU lilt mom rinptrim 1V
pre) llit vu5ip irhyrn mni

"Pb -175z, nun lit1177 TM ;my;
'Mtn pa iltilDID n211/3

11.1.7Y ;Into ri2
mix 11x,;; nit fll (nz51n) 151n 13t 11373

-mu 120 plztix ormw) -tbly Int 773V2

!-1127 pm GINIM 711172 '3K ?...nnt
!illy

Supplementary

suggested Activities

1. The class may be taken on a tour of the neighborhood. The children try
to name in Hebrew as many stores, buildings, etc., as they can. The fol-
lowing questions are used to encourage conversation in Hebrew.

? Mil 1110 72111 mut rib
?...n ;int

...n nx 15 ('KI') MITI
?cwoly nto ;ivy runt ;712

Arriva 537 (r if) 151n lax
.01Mb) nD1773 lax .(rrnim "my lax

.mnin DX (nimNr) 1317 Ilti

2. One child acts out in pantomime the monologue in 3 of Suggested Pro-
cedure above, while another child is called on to be the Hebrew narrator.

.11373 (Kl) X171

Jinn/2N ;117 (nn517 tun) i71n tun
.7723 0116137 KIM 16137 tun

.D11tt inttnw (7iM" KM) rilin mn
.pill "MCI ;716 .(nznu ton) nznn tun

.mnin IIK g1121 MVO 12137 tun
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a. One child asks, ?mrri2 (,ntn int) ran ;nut rit
A youngster answers, .;011a poi IA) slaty" IA
Another says, .pizi 'arm (ran na) ma "ix

The aim is to see how long a list can be repeated.

b. One child asks, ! (rthm nit) 751;"; mat 726. He calls on a friend who

answers, .1DDri nn (rthro 75r; .)::x. He, in turn, call on another

child Ivho says, ailicon no ima rpn x (nD5irs) 15n 'it

The aim is to get as long a list as possible.

4. Poems
1=11 1ltb11

AIM 131-71t ,inc i pm
!In175 ,D1751 rria; ,t31151

This ditty about the three main cities is heard in Israel.

Arm* D' 11'a
Army 71D1111

.nnpn anit-lnia

5. Songs
(1)

,;71V 1/21 111N-5112

Irvin 011/211t ,nri tivnv
:15rni iti lip ,X2 Ilp

sob ;11151

Amu 17153 Ir715a
Junin ;31151

,mvp= ,15n 12P
.71= 711151

25.'7-7 1p 1p

(2)

*VP ran nv-
'7xprrP iv urn

26. t'71137 n11:7 til'nnv

25. Music in Hannah Harris, et. al, Hebrew Kindergarten Manual (p. 39).

26. Music and Dance in Katya Delakova and Fred Berk, Dances of Palestine

(p. 20).



TRANSPORTATION

Introduction

The children have been asked to bring in toy trucks, cars, airplanes, etc. The
teacher may also use pictures showing the various means of transportation.

Suggested Procedure

L By direct association with objects on the picture or with the toy models,
the Hebrew names of the various means of transportation a:e presented
to the class.

2. The following new words arc now introduced:

?pintin ;ion)

?UM., nont

?M All ;TOM

3. The names for the various means of transportation can be systematically
practiced with the vocabulary of this lesson.

.-mon-mn 5x 5nn (riztm) tin nx
.715p17a 5x rinna (1 iyon) y013 nx

.tan 1214 131.1O% 127 (1 11) 20I1 ntt
.711 5x 0121D110. (1W013) yola lax

.irrix:i 1x mato 5x1rp 5x (21 013) you lax
aim 'x 5na1 (YOD) OD nx

4. The following may be presented as a question-answer exercise. Once it
is mastered, however, it may be added to the repertoire of dialogues.

?um 15 1r 71 : 11122

.101K II, VI JD : 1173511

?151z7 11.11m sms rin : ;rim
.linv 15v 'ono : Ten"

?Mitt" rix arm ;um : ;lam
Aunt, rut 1;113 x5 Int 1X17 : 1,7a 5n

?MN" T1X 3'ill3 vz : 111D

ma'am nx 1;111 HON : '7173t711

?MD III MX : min
min via X2X ,11131 ;ID : T73511
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Adaptations
.(nto ,aun ...nett) arrx 'arm 101111

:1011t1 Ilat AUDI MK

.101X,1 XIX ram, 'arm ntitta

AD1Xil 11X 2913 15m 17tti

.310 113 112V min

.210 "Mr Iril KU

5. The following dialogue will delight the children if they are permitted to use

a space helmet and a make-believe rocket to dramatize the scene.

.1m 510;1 nx 7x1: ler
9617 nrat !tem2 : imr,

.t1' n 21; et, vat ;re : 901'

?env) ne : 72ut1

.tratra 0121 0'2212 well : 901'

!Ins ,nutime, .1 10 nom .pise : 1211t1

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

1114 ltil

;I'm mix
n5ly nx

re
075% renst 'M

rm.) ;Trent!
n210 noni

nrt' nplo:
Tr:

ravnIn

IMO
;win

rpnrin
;rat

own 41111x

Suggested Activities

1. The children are called on to talk in Hebrew about their own bicycles,

cars, trucks, toy airplanes, etc.
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2. For a quick review of the various means of transportation, the children

may be asked to draw them.

!(i1'3X jrnmic) 711p1K 113'2 nrymn

3. The children are asked to look at the pictures of the various means of

transportation, choose a vehicle and make up a story about it.

:nava nsimn .111316 ;TX 11 13K

.7111,271 Mali anminm STI7Drib nnun, nninn

4. Poems

(2) (1)

OMR ;11311t -'2 11.111t

Am rotn yo iPrr ,itv
1n6 yo 1776 yO

.12P231 -inn .pin-) ,pini

5. Songs
(1)

112D1 nin
=1mb XVI

27 (4) .131121121 'pp

? to in 16 :xn An ,171
.;7211K ny nnx

?maul 11142 7110

28 ? 711,027i 1312 Illt ;16

(3)

27. On record, Shiray Gan, Minedco.

28. M. Gorali and D. Sambursky, irt nynni arm 'no (p. 87).
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CITY WORKERS

Introduction

The teacher has available large pictures of a street scene in an American

city and a street scenc in a city in Israel. She will also need a policeman's

hat, a fireman's hat and a postman's hat.

Suggested Procedure

1. /late' the vocabulary has been introduced, it is used with the recently

learned conversational patterns as well as with several new ones.

.('opt) ,D131t21it ACV) 21I= 3r11a 3111

.1131111ln :ix rim) "WW1

;13

.173211271 liVb arm

?2,-tm ;ivy rin

?slum my nh

? IMZ71 nvis/ ;In

nrem

2. The teacher reads the following story to the class. She then asks questions

based on the story and the children are expected to answer in complete

Hebrew seniences.

,11131171 jr) .71'onn 2k trnnix 537 MUD 2D11 `irtR D1'

"? 117V) 13"21141 ntt :Pm DR .10127;1 1,11IX E111772# : iv* Drub

.1011011 17=2 11710 trnmto sax

Drin ;MS! ,a51ro1 twat,

mown 1121X ,Nrenzwi 1, '211 :Inv bnit

1? 15I0 .31nm twat rasa nip* ;am '1k,,

pmito 'Jinx Ani norm, VIZ ram "57) ,1D

? nt5 (1)

?51112 trin X171 DM (2)

? 1:1"211C7 nK 7x71 R11 Min 411010n;7 jn Mr li171 TIM (4)
? Mill In rut (4)

? Dfi1D 51i11V rib (5)

7112111n1 71137 ;lb (6)

? Drab 5V 1:111.3no mnt (7)



3. The same story is now presented in dialogue form and memorized.

Auivra 'arm Anini : 0112D

:61 ,m5ra :lowni
?I7vi 131VD1X11 11X IPX1 DM : OTLID

I 15r0 13".IMX71 stns ;in :101Tra

.511121 arm : cm
? 15111 1:1112110 ,n5zzl1 11 '7 sr mg ram Int :awl=

ha 42 : MUD

!nurnin5 .101= "mu ,r711 711111

!Mtn/MIT : ivivni

Adaptations

11717/ z5zn rat (rpm) nnti nto
?"717/ 5innn rut (nnn) row! Dm

p5t7 Inn 17 Tax
.117/ z5zn 17 Iv

.1517/ 5innn 112 mrt

.rilzbri .il '737 tpinitt (fm) ram "ax
.nvItbri 11 537 z5z (ign) min nrt

.imIn 'in 13 37 51nn (non) mrii 'ltd

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

vnt nil
anon rplizt 1313I1272 IITII

'21.-,1

mar Aar
171.1ria

I'm ra
cfni) ftem rn

ysnrz:
11331

11:y
11DR

rpprivn
rennz nwn5n

-ow
vnz
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Suggested Activities

1. After the following riddles are presented, they may be memorized.

(1)

mnn Inv 11x
.51rr7 3;31z '' yr
.mpnrob 117 yr

.31r17 rim iny5 orT515 -my IA
?vitt I»

(2)

.01X32 11131D73 lrin 13x

.DITX 5,317 '' rr
apx rn3z5 15in "lx

?In; lb

2. A child is called on to choose the policeman's, the fireman's or the

postman's hat. He puts it on and calls on a friend who says:

?lam nrix
.01'7X Y31D 15 Tr

The child with the hat says:
mom nx 47

.nlIkt Nan 15 Tr

3. Poems

' X 3 2 rt (2)
vi,xn 13137 ri5yn5 Mt/

swIn vn n131 D"3252

,L;ra 7133 min xin
.171D1 5N7 ,Ixia xlri

4. Song

i 12 1 ty it (1)
311712 prr 5y

517 la ram
rInn "P ,IU1t37 '7617

:MTV ;MI ,hztv
!iny pn:', It

!1137 -- 'me; T'
,pnl m ;Town

.71t* ;Imp tt5

.16I1 71177.77 ,prrpIrt ,pn-pl
.111 y iwn ,pri-vm ,prrm
.1716 ntvy my ,rrTny '5 WI

29.1115, int7 In , "t 7? liy into 5x

29. Harry Coopersmith, Kindergarten and Primary Songs.
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A VISIT TO THE PARK AND THE ZOO

Introduction

Before beginning this series of lessons, the teacher will be prepared with pic-

tures representing the four seasons, pictures of scenes in a park and models

or pictures of zoo animals. If at all possible, she should have available

pictures of a park scene in Tel Aviv as well as a park scene in New York.

Suggested Procedure

1. Before teaching the following dialogue, the teacher explains it in

English in this manner:

Mother is surprised to find that the children are so happy this morning.

They remind her that it is a holiday and suggest going to the park

and to the zoo. Mother aerees.

This is a good time to point out that in Israel children have no
school on Saturday but have regular classes on Sunday, making it

:A. six-day school week.

?DM mInnro ID /7Z mut yrin : oto

.C01ti Or Div? In : rpm Nto
?my:0 raw, arm nn : am

.pn 5tt rd25 rinn unix : nte2

awnn 11 Int CM : WI
.112 5'05 hanut 'IX .1103 : Dam

2. Basic to conversations about the park and the zoo is a knowledge of

the seasons and the weather. To teach the seasons, the teacher starts

by directing the conversation toward the date and the days of the

week. This will lead to:
?Iv= ;VIM 'PK

.plat APT ,91111) 111m Iniz7
?nlyn row?, ynizi rnnw nt

.rpl .11zx ,irnn ,itit) :171 11101pn1 17211t

3. This is the logical time to learn the names of the Hebrew months.

The date can now be written in Hebrew, e.g.,

112t2 '1 ,1.171 Or DM
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4. As soon as the names of the months and seasons are learned, the

conversation is directed in such a way as to drill the various forms of

:MN.

.1111G7 1114 2;illi Int ,TD

?2,211,1 rat 1rnx MX DWI

?rpn nx mmt MN DWI
TIM I1X 2;71tt X13 42

?VI= Ilii rmnx 11 It 121t1

.m Mt 112;11X tax ,p
?Tram nx 112;71k XVI DIM

.91117; nx 112;111C XVI 42
?Mtnitil Mt 13'1 nix unztt DILI

.212M1 Mt 131:1;11X 13rint ,p
?rp.1 nx an= 51111 rim nm

.rpn nit trznim on ,p

5. One way to provide additional practice in the use of the verb nrIX

is to ask a child to pretend he is questioning his younger brother or

sister as to whether or not he likes the springtime.

?21220 nx 37; Ilt MIR tau; ,tblb : 9131,

.avatti nx 2mat v.stt mor ;12 :1Z31
? 1'1Kr1 11X ram rat 12X71 AD' : 711V

.311ttil 11X Mil% lax ..nlv ,p : ribl

6. The patterns 112n MIDI! ,:yrnz ,7'p2. may now be presented
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and drilled in combination with the previously learned ?TM lit ;it

?illf11 TIM 1171 Fib

.171C1VP2 "rem wpm MUM ip

.nlumn rnr am, limn mum alp
?rpn into 3Tb ;lb

.rpa Ittb on
?Inn intin Mt rib

IMO, 11311713 M-1;1
?21=10 111R77 Mb ;ID

.TU2 1103 111371

.nInto tin ken .ip c'

7. A picture of a park scene is displayed in front of the room. Now that

the youngsters can talk about the seasons, the weather, the months of

the year, etc., they will be able to describe what they see in the pictures.



.32 ill
ViVD9' ;imp ivx

all`X 11V317

:Titb 0571

? "'IM lib ;it

?in TIP nt
an anDri pr)' zip pm rfP

?in (nisn XIX) Mr11 MX rib

3:111DX1 Eitirm ,pnv 2w9. p M) Mil nit
?rpa limi '7; w' na

TS7n W7 VIM TP VI

8. The frequently nsed verb nw) should be drilled conversationally in
all persons of the present tense.

.12 avmD ;um tut

an trim ntm win

.0 trx37 ;PM '1K

71.1 intll nrut na

?in ;urn win rin

?in nri rot na

?in nttri atm 1
.12n11D arl ttIn

?in rintri tntt b
.722 DMZ IPX11 11TIIK

? P. avxn in ilb
Imp! antri an

?in num it tt na
an. pi", 31;731 ilittli 13111X

? 122 1111411 VI lib
.011 3T//37 Illist11 in

9. The Hebrew equivalents of the names of the zoo animals are now
taught with the aid of pictures or models of the animals.

10. As an exercise in comprehension, the following paragraph is read to
the class. The children are then expected to answer the questions
orally in Hebrew using complete sentences. If the children are fairly
well advanced in their reading, this paragraph may be rexographed
and distributed for use as a reading exercise. Toward the end of the
third year of Hebrew instruction, the children should also be able to copy
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accurately this paragraph or one of the same degree of difficulty and to

write the ansurzs to the questions in Hebrew.

.nrn nrn avxn an Amin ry rnInn 11.1 n15113n nap, rowlv .rmn or nt

A311117 an tram cra-r ,aviuro 13127 antri am .friml anon rrix nntr) on

1313D2 nalp narir .31302 1311n1N alawni al5Isn Arm olirD crxr) nn

.nynn 111 rlDv Mv7It) D'e'n .trIzin Ep31p5 namal

? nt or nrx (1)

.90111 ;13V1V 1315= MX (2)

? mom:, ;alp 71b (3)

?trao2n Jut nann ten Id; (4)

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

-px 150D rp P

111D MD 'no nrn ia

non 33211 trnn 5vt*

2X TM Iwo ;mil
5*kt pra 11111 Mtntt

88

nnv iwn ,mn itm 77

IMO an/ ,27 nrut 72;

avoya5 ilp 320 "..1V;

trZUM. 77V 7Y1V n-m

1P

1-1r aim 1102 nntt:

-nr DM fin antl j" p2

n31 wino ma ip mon

olavrin jinn nil timnn

in nI5Ion nnwil nrl wain or

?NM, 1.324 no
?;7411 1.3K no

?Mtn NTIK Tin
?Mill Tilt no

? nttn min 7173
?nipi ton no

? tom lanatt nn
?.num 13nni no
1onm MK no
?::Ium inx nn
? trxr, nn 7i73
11TIVI in TM



Suggested Activities

1. The children arc asked to bring in pictures of park or zoo scenes and
to be able to describe them briefly in Hebrew.

2. Once the vocabulary is well learned orally, the children arc asked to
match the written names of the animals with the pictures.

3. Felt cut-outs of animals are placed on a tray. A pupil is called on to
choose an animal and say a sentence about it. If he succeeds, he is
permitted to place the animal on the felt board which becomes an
imaginary zoo.

4. Games

a. A leader is chosen who, in turn, calls on various classmates to act
the part of a wolf, elephant, etc. The commend is,

53nw rwri5
51s nr;t5

b. A child is called on to act like one of the animals. His classmates
have to guess what animal he is by saying:

5111V) (2n) ;am
IrD Ono ;am

5. Poems

tom X171 CII1DX l'1T

,1:1111V1 1:11zsDsn

15 31113 ;it 110

.1:111DX 111421 17

(IpMniriiIVD irti)

L

(1)

(2)

rY V in
AV VP MI '21I
lip ral 13171 1217

Am w' ipn
:Tin w' ;tram
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i

i

?TIN tb ,mil rX
.T$11 173? 11DX 51p

?Tke2 Tx, xi ivx
ma TIn znt Tpn /a

Px19 '' rx mix rs
!le, n 151 oft)

(p''X'3 .2 .11)

(3)

(5) (4)

nr3 nn '' 7n mr, TITIVI 112

.9opx ze, pix p-I .117112 1:1"151

(18311DD .2) Axon 11312n

;inn nrn nm
.nlynn pm 1b2

XI inn ,z31 m
.Ippn nvil qv 5y1

(onn .71)

6. Songs

(2) (1)

117731 'MI i2sy in
5,31 5711 ,''ma 5b1 bly 5v br; 171D

31.11M112 117 mu; inn 411C17131e7 172n 5t:

Arm ram ,tpnv nu
30131511n nit xi crin

larmy nrt Iv
Army rpm Iv

.triimp 1211111 `23t3?

.Tern5-n5-rern'7 ,;.; ,15

32 121173131 Irtrl Iny

(3)

30. Judith Eisenstein, Gateway to Jewish Song (p. 17).
31. Ibid. (p. 18).
32. Music and Dance in Dvora Lapson, Jewish Dances the Year Round (p. 35).
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PLANNING A TRIP

Introduction

In this series of lessons the teacher, in addition to presenting and drilling
the new structural patterns, will take every opportunity to acquaint the
children with the way of life and the people of Israel. This does not mean
a detailed study of the geography, history, literature, arts and sciences
of Israel. More appropriate at this stage is the understanding of the way
of life of an Israeli child of elementary school age. What life is like in
Tel Aviv or in other communities of Israel is of great interest to most
children of this age. The teacher will need picture post cards of places
of interest. This material together with stamps, coins and appropriate news-
paper and magazine articles should be displayed in the room. This is the
time, too, to make use of available slides, movies, filmstrips, records and
tapes that will help bring the spirit of Israel into the classroom.

Suggested Proccdwe

1. The teacher begins this series of lessons by teaching the following
dialogue. First, she explains it in English in this way: Robert walks
into Joseph's room and finds him writing a letter to his Israeli friend,
Carmi. Robert is indeed surprised and envious when he learns that
Joseph is writing to tell Carmi that he will be in Israel for the summer.

?Tv= nmr, nrat ;In : 13 .an
.5i1vo 15v nom) polo igz anoo orno '111 : 11011

3r13773 311213 II; 3MD mut : pun
.rpn im howl: min: 12111XVI 112 ]nn] lilt ,p : :pp

?rpn ?non Vnentro : pun
!mo no An

2. Once the dialogue is learned, the structural forms below can be
presented and drilled. One way of doing this is by reviewing the practice
series previously taught, and adding to it forms of the verb.

.('b1P) imp : Fillb
(nnp) pp 'lx : orpoini

!rift int (' zi?) eil, : nil»
.m5n (=Im) 151n Int : (n)1poim

rran PX ono np : n-no
:yr) nx (nnpl?) np* Int : (n)1nnim

!vpsn 1D07271 rat (' omo) WIZ : 7111b

.min 1D07271 PK (mom lstt : (01172'211
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3. An interesting way to practice new forms of the verbs already learned

is to have the class act as a Greek chorus repeating in the 3rd person

what one child says in the 1st person singular. For example:

Feminine
!lbw : ;TIM

.nip nit : milt5r,

.nnp Ion : ;111M7

. .1D5 : Milt
...nz5in nit : ;71l6511
...m5ln itIn : Mali

Masculine

.13p litt : "P72511

.1:1p XVI : ;UM

!rn5n 5it I7 : n116

Jilin! 51; mn nit : 1'b5n
.rn5n lit tnn xv! : nnnn

! Tin tut np : 71116

.inn nit npf, 'M : 1' ia5n

.111n rat npfp ItIn : ;511Dn

!ling DWI XIX = : Mit
5r, tirm rut nnIn nit : Iliin

.15v1 13V/n rat 31M MI : rani

When two children are called on to act and recite in unison, the plural

forms are practiced. In Israel, there is no distinction made between the

masculine and feminine in the plural imperative . . . For example:

Feminine Masculine

...13M : nmn I VMTI 'DOM 21R 1211D : ;1116

...mmrnz nnlit : zwrithri lam In= 13nut : trer65n 'in/

...zilnrm in : nxiDri Jilin lOOtri rIN
smn VW; rut 1313111D CM : ;Inn

4. In the dialogue, the expression pPn 7D is used. This is a good time

to practice some commonly used expressions of time. The teacher

begins by asking the children to repeat after her as follows:

urn 5: non 11133 IIN : ;7116

am 'n 1Don 1y)33 nit : mon
n71571 5n (;am') itr nit : nim
n5v2n 12D 01111n Tv %Ix : nzun

31nin 'm 003137 "ait : nim
3n3rin 7D (rimy 'IN : 1IID71

rpn 12D min '5 IP nim
inpn 12D vbin '7 17, : nnDn
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The teacher may reinforce this pattern with questions and answers.
?1Dtgi 11122. (ntt) ;um Inn : 7111/2

.01171 52 loon ma, Int : o1) pb5n
?outr nto rim Inn :
415112;7 5Z (T131111) 13K : (n)-pb5n

?roin (i5) W" Inn : neno
ippn 5, min 15 : 0017,5n

5. In the dialogue the future tense is used in the phrase, 1:1112v11'1 nni3 11172X.
The children will probably be ready to cope with another tense at this
time and the future can be taught. For example:

.1511 W11112 nr-rn nvat 131i : mit
?mix ;inn, rim

.15r trim, p11'- I'31 ;mu 1:11 : Ina
?Im' W11112 1112 ;pm ;int : nm?,

.1211 1:0/1/12 pir-rn ;pm x171: 711107
? pp1 112ter712 1)rn1 :

.rpn 212X-T2113 ;mix : /DP
2rP2 1*Jmt-511 nnin 7111K :

11114-511 ;mix tt5 utt .x11: n-r
?int 1013;1 11122 ;mu 13n3K ottn : num

.111/3 1007 /I= r7l;73 13/13R ,p :
?nno MI11/J1112 ivy 1:171 twri : 71116

1,15vi11r1 x5 on : rem

6. To avoid boredom which might result from memorizing and repeating
too many dialogues, the next few lessons are developed from a paragraph
in Hebrew, read aloud by the teacher. First, all the new words and
phrases are explained -by direct association with actions, pictures, or
objects. Then a summary is given in English. (This may be unnecessary
for some classes.) Finally; the paragraph is read in Hebrew twice.
This is followed by questions in Hebrew which test comprehension
and act as a springboard for conversation in the foreign language.

.17111 uun Jim n-moi 1nx nix nnpi5 113 ni .temp' nyou Timm
,outv ;limn minion ,1117/12t3 17611/ ton nI1762 .irittnn cop inr Milt;
zt5 .1,15371 11311 ,m56iv nny km into trniai cminnn triv nntrit

.5trr1 px pp, lz ,ovr5l37n

nn.ovbn 1)37n:13 1K' (1)
117 rrial nnp15 no (2)

37111161 ix 11x7 ,12171 11111 ;76 (3)
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?Mtn 112 max ;Rmr rib (4)

?111R2 111 ninl ;MT nb (5)

?rp2 inntrn trn nom 12471 (6)

7. The verbs VT) ,rip5 may be taught and drilled in all the forms of the

present tense.

8. Some time should be spent on the comparison of adjectives. The chil-

dren have learned from the story that 11K 1b ;710p VIP ;1'7071, and that

71 1ti1b n5p 11W ;111113.1. The teacher presents additional examples using

familiar vocabulary whiie drilling ... b 1IW.

.rrn 5r11 nrir sior
nib 712171 smit mom

As an exercise, the teacher mentions or points to two objects or people

and then adds an adjective. She calls on a child to make the com-

parison. For example:
.(11171) rn IDP : ;11173

.rn) 11171 irn, nor : 1173511

.0130 101 51tin : min
.121107172 Ttlp um ,Irvin : rthn

At the same time, the teacher reviews the agreement of the adjective

with the noun.
;um 7111173 Tty 51nri

;117171 frib 12172 lor

9. Up to this point, the children have been talking in Hebrew about

planning a trip and packing for it. Now they are ready to enjoy

Joseph's visit to Israel. One way of doing this is by having the chil-

dren dramatize a scene that takes place in Jerusalem. The scene can

be given the same treatment as a dialogue or can be expanded and

acted out with props as elaborate or as simple as the classroom situa-

tion permits. The characters are Joseph, his friend Carmi, and a taxi

driver.
.r.v5v111 Pim ilyn N /5 min, nxii Int fp' : 1,31D

!1T : rior
!Ivo : Irm

?'217K ,11t12 : 11371

.111125 M it711313n1Kri 12K 1211K tip : 'bum

?ntrt awn ?Inn 7p31 : rim,
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.trirr 'mom ,517an invomn nr : vro
?noizn 7'i ;inn; : nor

.nonn 5K 12MX rip :prim 5R) It1D
?innzo inr V2t3519ri nz Dm : nor

.7103 : nro
.ff-rm 11211 715bn 5x nur5 ra11 nx : nor

.npviso oryn 511 ill i 1.1rint DIV, tl tt/23 : 1731D

.pixb rnn nrix : nar
.1,17a ;mut ol ,p11' -1'25 x211 nrut nx

!nurnin5 ,;77111 : 111"1:2

10. Now is the time for the teacher to tell the children something about
the cities of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa or any other place in Israel
with which the teacher is most familiar.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

Tilt Dt211

TX17 112M

2115 111273172

min 12722

Tipi ii'm

1261X

;rim
numb

pitm
olairinn

min Me] r312111 rinnb

....D 1I3P 11111 trivi mot
...» 5111 inr inyn 211D»

...5X 12MX rip l'n, wrinn
;173.nyn inn" rpri rn

Suggested Activities

1. Have children bring in pictures of places of interest in Israel.

2. Have children pretend they are packing a bag to take a trip. Use a
cardboard case or box. Have a collection of pictures of articles of
clothing, toothbrush, comb, etc. One child selects a picture, places it

in the case and says:
.nor, (ire) nri 'rn t'grs non=

One child after another selects a card, places it in the case and tells
what he is packing.
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3. In response to: ?INCH own rib .212K-17113 r1'51t3b 13n3tt the children tell
in Hebrew what they would -: !e while taking a walk in Tel Aviv, (or
Jerusalem, or Haifa, etc.). For example:

.Titi 'VIM DX (7141-1) Mtn 11 X

.5»r; nit opo rum lax

4. Show picture post cards or pictures of Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, etc. See
how many places the children can name.

5. Place these pictures in a box. Have one child at a time pick one and
name it.

6. Play records of typical Israeli songs and dances.

7. If possible, arrange for a visit aboard a Zim ocean liner. Visits are
permitted during embarkation hours.

8. Poem

(inthinn 51rn

9. Song

(2)

10. Dances

;11P.71DI ;pm

,;Prn mut Inp
mlyn 12R lartli ln

.11w 15 inn lbstx

111vD37 ,IIV:67
(2) .intyiTI pnym

71261U ,71261i3 ,112610 ,111

33 .12X37111 ri:17 2

The HORA is the most popular dance of Israel. Instructions and
appropriate music are found on page 180 of the curriculum bulletin,
Physical Activities for Elementary Schools (1957).
Another favorite dance, the CHERKESSIA, is found on page 138 of
the same bulletin.

33. Music and Dance in Corinne Chochem, Palestine Dances (p. 27).
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RECREATION AND SPORTS

Introduction
The topic of sportsis of great interest to children of this age. It serves as

good motivation for learning new vocabulary and structure related to it.

At the same time, the student will gain further insight into the way of life

of Israeli families through a knowledge of how they seek fun and relaxa-

tion.

Suggested Procedure

I. Before beginning this topic in Hebrew, the teacher should discuss with

the children what forms of sport and recreation are popular in Israel.

Soccer (resembling our game of football) is the most popular sport

in Israel. There are about twelve teams, forming four soccer

leagues. A national league championship takes place annually.

Basketball and volleyball follow in popularity, with three leagues

each and these, also, have an annual championship contest.

Most of the other sports that we know are popular in Israel,

too. Among these are hockey, tennis, boxing and wrestling.

Water sports are very popular, helped by the climate of the coun-

try. For about eight months of the year the sky is char while sunshine

and warmth abound. A high percentage of Israelis, living near

water, swim from earliest childhood. A race across the Sea of

Galilee is a popular annual event.

Skin-diving has attracted thousands of participants in the three bodies

of water: the Gulf of Aqaba, the Sea of Galilee and the Mediter-

ranean.

Approximately every four years, the Maccabiah Games are held

in Tel Aviv. These follow the pattern of the International Olympics

in which sportsmen from all over the world compete for cham-

pionships.

Groups of school children, as well as adults, go out hiking. These

are frequently overnight hikes r21511:2 and many last for several

days. The Israelis enjoy hiking for the fun and also because they

gain r. more intimate knowledge of their country.

Dancing the Hora or other folk dances is a mcst enjoyable form

of relaxation after a hard day's work.
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2. The teacher may introduce the following conversation by bouncing

a ball and saying:
:In= (npms/s) pnrab '3K

Then in response to:
'('1Z1Y) nV131 '3K nr:

a child will answer
.11122 (117111Db 11K) prrob mac

All the forms of p iv arc reviewed in the present tense and drilled
with nron.

3. When there is no longer any difficulty in using the verb priv in all

persons, the teacher may show the class a picture of a boy playing

tennis and say:
.01312 pril/lb 1 5V : ;Tim

?I'm ,-ivny nn
.Onn prwri 115nr : 'rem

?ono (nim= riK) pry= MIK tattri : rm.
.Dint1 ppm= '1K ,p : glynnini

At this stage, every time a child answers a question in the first person,
another child should be called on immediately to make the same
statement in the third person. For example:

tPlu pm= rfilK OK? ,r1 : ;TlIb

.0123 prnm K2 Int ,rnm ,e :
?rpm pnwn rr rgcr Jill :

rr
111b

.0130 pnwn e rr ,7111r, ,X5 : r111

?ono nprivn2 ini tun ,13rr : 1111b

.013t) nprorn 13K ,fliib ,p : art
?ono nprtma MIrt OK? Amur : nunn

Arlo ripnvra 3117 ,?ill ,p :;1370

The names of the other sports are introduced and drilled in the same

way.

,inivin prim ,9511 pnle,
:171 b0-111D pnvh

4. The directed dialogue is a difficult drill but one which develops the
ability to think in the foreign language by requiring quick corn-
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prehension and spontaneous restatement of a structural pattern. For

example:

.ifyiz (nwrron lax nx 'nix I*t7 ,nnn : ;11,71

?sra (nwn= /IX) prtvz, nnx D161 : 121172

.15u (r)priva nx ,p : man

.troz-wrz prim Inn nx 27 rut Ihcv ,n' fl : ;ma
?0,02-11-0 plIZI3 MIX WI ,31 : rim'',

.0101-1Vr1 pnriz tat ,p : 21

.0-11Tz prtva Inn nit ;7bV Mt 71tv ,37 : aim
?50-wrz pry= nnx nrci ,7n5v : a,

htrliTJ pn1722 le2 53K .16 : M*V

The flicected dialogue used in this way (in "round-robin" fashion)
changes the pace and helps sustain interest.

5. The verb mil (plus an infinitive) ...s one of the most needed words in

daily speech. To provide drill in this structure, a conversation can be based

on what game each child would like to play.

?prire7 ;Tin MIX nn ,TT : flub
.01D3-1112 pie? nr, 'IN : r7

?przyn Aril MIX rib ADP : i1717Z

.0-1117 pig:25 Mtn 'IN : 901,

?pnrth =1 Mt fib .trlb : ;111D

.0,10 pnrif7 7r111 nit : n'-in

6. This is a good time to review the seasons and the weather, since these

are deciding factors as to which sports are played.

?rrn7 nownn nn : nmn
.11mx 11= : pthri

?ZnIC1 11110 21b ;lb : n-no,

.212x1 1:11373 : 1171511

.21210 milli Timm
.nIzitz 111p tirg 1t171 1p ke2 : ;lilt

7. Now the teacher can develop the sports played in the different seasons

of the year. At the same ti:ne, new words and expressions dealing with

sports may be introduced.
?rya pm nut) nzny Int an : n1173

.17P713 (r7171V) nrnv nx em
?rp: ollum ;my nti 7137 fib

.frrr Ire, (rIzTnn) itnn Iztt rpn
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?.111132 ;71717 mix ri0 ,r1 : ;TIM

.T3111D1X 517 3311 nit 1,133 : 11

? 111111 A 17 N/IX ;lb ,rrob : T111/3

.1=71 11323 12D-1172 plisM ntt %111113: ;UM

? 3'3241 iT:71514 illt ;lb ,17i*0 : rillt
.0137 0pnwa nx 3'3x3: V173

8. An important pattern to master with the sports vocabulary is ;71

plus an infinitive. This pattern was introduced in the topic on toys but

is important enough to be thoroughly reviewed at this time. The

following shows how the teacher may conduct the conversation in such

a way as to give as many children as possible the opportunity to use
the pattern in one of its basic forms. At first, the teacher may have

to do some prompting. When she does, the child should be required

to repeat the response correctly.

.;70711-13 prre7 (i)7711) 7111 ntt : Trilb
.0137 priTzh (0721') 7211 litt
.9511 pre) (row) 1.111 nx

.D103-7113 p 7 yle 13X ,;711D ,p : nap

?onn-lro 7r17 **211 "TV la : nllb
.0101-1173 plre7 YTII *33X : inn

? 13V2 1111172z7 7711 lb : ;5116

.01732 1=5 117711 ' .Ix : 5T11

? 131b3 nine y-ir my In : ;Tim
.D1b3, mt1V7 yml 131t I31 : 3XT

? Ont:1 prre2 YIP lb : rillb
.0137 7nw5 7711 t3X :'371b

?ono 7nw7 y-rr -ny lb : n-nb
.D'113 prirrn nyw vitt Ell : 71227177.

9. Before teaching the following dialogue, the teacher explains in Hebrew
that Joseph and Robert are telling each other where they plan to
spend the summer vacation, what they plan to do, and their sport
preferences.

? inn ,r ix, 11' oln0 151n nix 716 : rpr
? min .n 7 my 5rt : 731X1

.i1D173 MAW 11X : rj or

.50-11731 0130 7nw5 -no 3T11X nti
.0111 11151 DIZ53 nine, 3nitt Inii : ino

!riutinnz, ,1070 1D5 Inti In : rim,
!riltririni7 : 131X1
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10. The teacher may now read to the class the following paragraph based

on sports and ask questions about it. The children are expected to

answer in complete Hebrew sentences.

man tripinn

rnnv5 p .nn; nnv ht rayon 71a nrrDwa '7m VD:/1 rpn

Z1 1 .12.);;;; 7K nya73 133x naDvb .1:'b3 rnrro 17711 nil n1 -13117 11171

)C2 xvi 53tt ivroz) ,*r; nuntil bi arorirrm ono pnvm

221111 volro ;MI ral53n priv

?")12 rinprz nyau 7t6 (1)

?Innzt nrmen nyou 7t6 (2)

?ri nvw 7it (3)

'um nin ;ID (4)

?Tura prim nn (5)

?MID ripTIZZ ;lb (6)

? rIvep 'm rmn Inn (7)

11. When the teacher is reasonably sure that the vocabulary and patterns

of the paragraph in 10 above have been mastered to the extent that

they can be readily understood when heard, and accurately used in con-

versation, she may present it as an exercise in reading. The recom-

mended procedure for a reading lesson is outlined in the section on

"Reading" of this bulletin.

12. Finally, when the children can read the paragraph with good pronun-

ciation and intonation, the writing exercise may be given. The teacher

requires the children to copy the paragraph in 10 above (all or part,

depending upon extent of previous writing experience). She then selects

a sentence or two for dictation practice.

Related Vocabulary and Patterns of Speech

privy nmx prom 117D111

prtro5 0102-1115 'man umnn

priv5 yTo '2o-irrz ilDV/

...Mr' In 171:1113
1DZ

rinfip

clinn
pnro5

nDI tr53ta
iron pntv5

nnu* '215 51D5 trX7

5110 DI= mnro5

insz 1D5 -um 5n
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Suggested Activities

I. Children collect and label pictures of various sports and games.

2. The teacher calls on a child to choose one picture and tell about it in

Hebrew.

.11-111D DtpriT23 an51 law

.C31b3 121/117/2 TIMM VICT

bonrri nwrImb 'mm

3. Games

a. Pantomimes
A child pantomimes an action in a gamebatting a ball, swinging a
tennis racquet, swimming, etc. He then calls on a child and asks,

?miziy) nttn7 rib The child answers, .0120 (npnwn nx) pnm ram

or .011:31 (71MT ;7rnw ;um

The child who answers correctly then pantomimes another sport and

the game continues.

b. Baseball
Divide the class into 2 teams. Select a pitcher and a catcher for each

team. Mark off in the room 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and home base.

When the first child is up at bat, the pitcher flashes a card (the cards

may be anything in any area the teacher wishes to strengthen
numbers, speech patterns, actions, sports, etc.). If the batter correctly
answers first, he moves to first base. If the catcher of the other team

answers first, the batter is out. For each correct answer by a batter,

the runners move on to the next base. The score is the number of

runners who come home. When 3 players are out, the other team

comes up to bat.

4. Poems
(1)

.nn nt in Art 1:1T1

1317 X73 ,n1-151

pran tvi7

.71V/13-1132 ;MP Km

(onDp :7)
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10, MTH; 7111
ji:11 mr120 pa
Arvin ,; paw

.1:11100 Iry ,ID3
,nirrirb -Ttii ,prrvi

.rnnn ;Min liDiti

(nD' ;n51)

5. Songs

W D'i T1

"rb5 risr
.m rip

T1y2 ny
.MI5 1W1

"T 13T7 5 MIMI

34 !'n7 fl ,K:2 ram

TIV112 OM 12n3Krn

.nyitrn Irwin
PPM 121b ,1:11b

35 MTV= OM P171

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)
tarn 11

,ort WW2',

.1211b1 1212112 1312212

Act n515
srann 515

.ni5v

(This is sung to tune of "Taps.")

34. M. Gorali and D. Sambursky, It nun= only 1DD (p. 105).

35. Music and Dance in Katya Delakova and Fred Berk, Dances of Palestine (p. 12).
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